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Abstract
Micro-Electro-Mechanical (MEM) devices like switches, varactors and oscillators have shown
great potential for use in communication devices, sensors and actuators. Electrostatically
actuated switches in particular have been shown to have superior performance characteristics
over traditional semiconductor switches. However, their widespread insertion in integrated
electronics is critically dependent on a thorough understanding of two broad issues - man-
ufacturing process variations and failure mechanisms. Variations during fabrication lead
to uncertain material and/or geometric parameters causing a significant impact on device
performance. Such uncertainties need to be accounted for during the robust design of these
switches. In terms of failure mechanisms limiting the lifetime of MEMS switches, dielectric
charging is considered to be the most critical. It can cause the switch to either remain
stuck after removal of the actuation voltage or to fail to contact under application of volt-
age. There is a need for accurate and computationally efficient, multi-physics CAD tools for
incorporating the effect of dielectric charging.
In this work, we have attempted to address some of the aforementioned challenges. We
have come up with new algorithms for improving the effciency of coupled electro-mechanical
simulations done in existing commercially available software like ANSYS. The gains in ef-
ficiency are accomplished through eliminating the need for repeated mesh update or re-
meshing during finite element electrostatic modeling. This is achieved through the develop-
ment of a ‘map’ between the deformed and un-deformed geometries. Thus only one finite
element discretization on the original undeformed geometry is needed for performing electro-
static analysis on all subsequent deformed geometries. We have generalized this concept of
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‘mapping’ to perform stochastic electrostatic analysis in the presence of geometric uncertain-
ties. The different random realizations of geometry are considered as deformed geometries.
The electrostatic problem on each of these random samples is then obtained using the ‘map-
ping’ and the finite element simulation on the mean geometry. Statistics such as the mean
and standard deviation of the desired system response such as capacitance and vertical force
are efficiently computed. This approach has been shown to be orders of magnitude faster
than standard Monte Carlo approaches.
Next, we have developed a methodology for the model order reduction of MEMS devices
under random input conditions to facilitate fast time and frequency domain analyses. In this
approach, the system matrices are represented in terms of polynomial expansions of input
random variables. The coefficients of these polynomials are obtained by deterministic model
order reduction for specific values of the input random variables. These values are chosen
‘smartly’ using a Smolyak algorithm. The stochastic reduced order model is cast in the form
of an augmented, deterministic system. The proposed method provides significant efficiency
over standard Monte Carlo.
Finally, we have developed a physics based, one dimensional macroscopic model for the
quantitative description of the process of dielectric charging. The fidelity of the model relies
upon the utilization of experimentally-obtained data to assign values to model parameters
that capture the non-linear behavior of the dielectric charging process. The proposed model
can be easily cast in the form of a simple SPICE circuit. Its compact, physics-based form
enables its seamless insertion in non-linear, SPICE-like, circuit simulators and makes it
compatible with system-level MEMS computer-aided analysis and design tools. The model
enables the efficient simulation of dielectric charging under different, complex control voltage
waveforms. In addition, it provides the means for expedient simulation of the impact of
dielectric charging on switch performance degradation. It is used to demonstrate failure of
a switch in Architect. We conclude with a description of how this one dimensional model
can be combined in a detailed two dimensional coupled electro-mechanical framework.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
MEMS or Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems as the name suggests is the integration of
mechanical and electrical components on a common silicon substrate at length scales of
a few microns to a few hundred microns. They have been widely used in a number of
sensing and actuation applications such as pressure sensors, biological/chemical sensors,
accelerometers, resonators etc. Over the last decade, their use in RF applications such as
switching networks and oscillators has spurred a lot of research in RF MEMS switches. They
have been shown to have superior performance characteristics over traditional semiconductor
switches such as low loss and low power consumption. Typically, they consist of thin, movable
beams or electrodes suspended over a fixed electrode. Application of a voltage between the
moveable and fixed electrodes results in electrode movement and/or deformation that can be
exploited for the purposes of switching. In order to maximize movement while keeping the
actuation voltage low, the movable beams are typically made of very thin metal films with
high aspect ratios. Also, the gap between movable and fixed electrodes is kept sufficiently
small to provide for large electrostatic forces under low actuation voltages. Multiple layers
of insulating dielectric may be incorporated in the space between the electrodes to enhance
performance and improve device reliability. Long-term device reliability is further enhanced
through the incorporation of special features in the geometry of the electrodes, such as
holes or protrusions. The widespread insertion of MEMS devices in integrated electronics
is critically dependent on the availability of accurate and computationally efficient, multi-
physics CAD tools in support of device design iteration, optimization and performance
degradation assessment.
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Variations during fabrication lead to uncertain material and/or geometric parameters
causing a significant impact on device performance [48]. While there have been significant
advances in numerical simulation methods that allow better understanding of the underly-
ing multiphysics [71, 44, 22, 21], they however, assume that the geometrical and physical
properties of the device are known in a deterministic sense. Recently there have been efforts
towards developing computational methods that can handle input uncertainties. We defer
a detailed review of the literature to Chapters 4 and 5. Here, we highlight some of the
work done in this area. Reh et al. studied the effect of various geometrical features on the
design of a comb drive using ANSYS probabilistic design system (ANSYS/PDS) [65]. Kong
et al. [43] studied the performance variability of a ceramic MEMS actuator under random
variations in the shape of the actuator and the air gap in the condenser. Han and Kwak [36]
presented the use of robust optimization during the design of a microgyroscope using MC
simulations to compare predicted yields. Liu et al. [50] presented a robust design method
to minimize the sensitivity of a laterally vibrating resonator against width variations due to
fabrication errors. While it is straightforward to use Monte Carlo based approaches for per-
forming such simulations, these methods are computationally expensive. Over the last few
years, there has been a growing interest in developing numerical methods for including the
effect of uncertain parameters during numerical simulation of physical systems. In [2],[3], a
stochastic Galerkin framework is presented for the coupled finite element-boundary element
based analysis of electrostatically actuated MEMS while a stochastic collocation framework
is developed in [4],[5] for the analysis of MEMS under parameteric uncertainties.
In terms of failure mechanisms limiting the lifetime of MEMS switches, dielectric charg-
ing is considered to be the most critical. It can cause the switch to either remain stuck after
removal of the actuation voltage or to fail to contact under application of voltage. Because
of its importance, the mechanism of dielectric charging has been the topic of significant re-
search investigation. First experimental characterization of dielectric charging in capacitive
RF MEMS switches was presented in [33]. It was qualitatively shown that switch lifetime
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depends exponentially on the applied voltage. This was attributed to Frenkel-Poole con-
duction [73], which depends exponentially on voltage. In [96] it was reported that dielectric
charging was caused by charge injection. Through the development of a systematic and
accurate procedure for the experimental investigation of charging and discharging current
transients, a charging model was developed and used in [97] for the quantitative description
of dielectric charging. In [54] it was demonstrated that the capacitive switch lifetime is a
function of the applied voltage and the contact quality between the bridge and the dielec-
tric. An experimentally fitted analytical model in [83] and a stretched exponential relaxation
model in [61] are two of several additional notable proposals for the quantitative modeling
of dielectric charging. A SPICE circuit model was proposed in [98] to provide for efficient
numerical simulation of dielectric charging. One useful application of such a model is in the
investigation of complex bipolar control voltage waveforms for reducing the effect of dielectric
charging [62]. On-going efforts in the pursuit of the quantitative understanding of dielectric
charging and its dependence on material properties, operating conditions, and device geom-
etry are complemented by research in the advancement of the sophistication of computer
models for dielectric charging. In addition to representing accurately the governing physics,
these models must be compact enough to enable computer-aided device optimization. This
in turn, requires the seamless interfacing of such a model with system level simulators for
MEMS devices, in order to couple the effect of dielectric charging with electro-mechanical
performance of the switch.
1.1 Main Contributions
We have come up with new algorithms for improving the effciency of coupled electro-
mechanical simulations done in existing commercially available software like ANSYS. The
gains in efficiency are accomplished through eliminating the need for repeated mesh update
or re-meshing during finite element electrostatic modeling. This is achieved through the
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development of a ‘map’ between the deformed and un-deformed geometries. Thus only one
finite element discretization on the original undeformed geometry is needed for performing
electrostatic analysis on all subsequent deformed geometries. We have generalized this con-
cept of ‘mapping’ to perform stochastic electrostatic analysis in the presence of geometric
uncertainties. The different random realizations of geometry are considered as deformed
geometries. The electrostatic problem on each of these random samples is then obtained
using the ‘mapping’ and the finite element simulation on the mean geometry. Statistics
such as the mean and standard deviation of the desired system response such as capacitance
and vertical force are efficiently computed. This approach has been shown to be orders of
magnitude faster than standard Monte Carlo approaches.
Next, we have developed a methodology for the model order reduction of MEMS devices
under random input conditions to facilitate fast time and frequency domain analyses. In this
approach, the system matrices are represented in terms of polynomial expansions of input
random variables. The coefficients of these polynomials are obtained by deterministic model
order reduction for specific values of the input random variables. These values are chosen
‘smartly’ using a Smolyak algorithm. The stochastic reduced order model is cast in the form
of an augmented, deterministic system. The proposed method provides significant efficiency
over standard Monte Carlo.
Finally, we have developed a physics based, one dimensional macroscopic model for the
quantitative description of the process of dielectric charging. The fidelity of the model relies
upon the utilization of experimentally-obtained data to assign values to model parameters
that capture the non-linear behavior of the dielectric charging process. The proposed model
can be easily cast in the form of a simple SPICE circuit. Its compact, physics-based form
enables its seamless insertion in non-linear, SPICE-like, circuit simulators and makes it
compatible with system-level MEMS computer-aided analysis and design tools. The model
enables the efficient simulation of dielectric charging under different, complex control voltage
waveforms. In addition, it provides the means for expedient simulation of the impact of
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dielectric charging on switch performance degradation. It is used to demonstrate failure of
a switch in Architect. We conclude with a description of how this one dimensional model
can be combined in a detailed two dimensional coupled electro-mechanical framework.
1.2 Organization
This thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter 2 we briefly describe the coupled physics in an
electrostatically actuated MEMS device and present the three broad classes of MEMS CAD
tools - the one-dimensional models, detailed finite element-boundary element models and
reduced order models. In Chapter 3 we develop two alternative methodologies for expediting
the coupled finite element based electo-mechanical solution - a modified BVP based approach
and a conformal mapping based approach. We generalize this concept in Chapter 4, where
we present a framework for performing stochastic electrostatic analysis. More specifically,
we describe how the concept of ‘mapping’ as defined in the modified BVP approach can be
used for developing an efficient method for stochastic electrostatic analysis. In Chapter 5 we
present a methodology for stochastic model order reduction based on Smolyak sparse grid
numerical integration. Next, we move on to modeling of dielectric charging in Chapter 6.
Finally, in Chapter 7 we conclude the thesis by summarizing our contributions made in each
one of the aformentioned areas.
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Chapter 2
Modeling of MEMS
In this Chapter, we present the different modeling approaches used for design and analysis
of electrostatically actuated MEMS. Modeling of MEMS requires an understanding of how
different physical domains are coupled. This is described in the following.
2.1 Understanding Coupled Physics
For the purpose of illustration, let us consider one of the most commonly found MEMS
switch geometries - namely a movable top electrode clamped at its two ends and suspended
over a fixed bottom electrode (Fig. 2.1). A potential difference is applied between the top
and bottom electrodes. This leads to a charge distribution as depicted in Fig. 2.1(a). An
electrostatic force of attraction develops between the top and bottom electrodes, causing
the top electrode to bend towards the bottom. However, the stiffness of the top electrode
opposes this motion and it tries to counteract the action of electrostatic force. Also, as the
top electrode bends, the charge redistributes and this modifies the electrostatic force. This
process continues until an equilibrium state is reached where there is a balance between the
mechanical restoring force and the electrostatic force. The top electrode then rests at some
deformed state (Fig. 2.1). The deformed state or the deflection of the top electrode is thus
governed by the applied potential difference, the gap between the two electrodes, electrical
properties of the medium in the gap and the mechanical properties of the movable electrode.
There is thus a coupling of two energy domains - mechanical and electrical. Modeling of
MEMS is dictated by this coupling. In general, MEMS involve more energy domains such
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Figure 2.1: MEMS: Coupled Physics
as thermal and fluidic. The work in this dissertation, however, focuses only on the first two.
In the next section, we will look at different theoretical and computational methods used
for modeling MEMS devices.
2.2 Modeling MEMS
MEMS CAD tools can be broadly classified in to three categories - compact/1D models
[64],[88], detailed finite-element/boundary-element based models [7],[70],[44],[22],[71] and
reduced order models [35],[66],[10],[27],[17],[13] (Fig. 2.2). The compact/circuit models
are typically one-dimensional models derived using simple physics modeling on canonical
geometries. They are very good for quick simulations and gaining an intuitive understanding
of the device [64]. There also have been some efforts towards the development of one-
dimensional models for reliability analysis [83]. However, their accuracy is limited and
particularly difficult to extend to modeling complex, arbitrary geometries. To provide for
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Figure 2.2: MEMS CAD: Broad classification of different CAD tools
the needed modeling rigor and solution accuracy, finite element methods (FEM), boundary
elements methods (BEM), and hybrid FEM-BEM schemes are used. For example, MEMCAD
[70] uses ABAQUS, a commercial FEM package for the mechanical analysis and a BEM
based program FASTCAP [55] for the electrostatic analysis. They are very good for device
analysis and design evaluation. They also enable accurate incorporation of multiple physical
domains. However, they typically consist of several thousand degrees of freedom and are
computationally expensive to set up. They can be particularly expensive for performing
dynamic simulations. Reduced Order Models have been developed to address this difficulty.
They are generally extracted from the detailed models in such a fashion that they retain very
good accuracy while also maintaining computational efficiency. They are particularly useful
for performing time domain simulations and are frequently used in system-level modeling of
electronics involving MEMS.
In the following, we will briefly look at how each one of these models can be set up.
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2.2.1 Compact/1D models
In this section, we will describe using a simple example how a one-dimensional model of
a MEMS switch can be set up. For the purpose of illustration, let us consider a MEMS
switch as depicted in Fig. 2.3. It consists of a top electrode, clamped at its two ends, of
length L, thickness t, width w, Young’s modulus E and density ρ. The gap between the
top and bottom electrodes is g and a potential difference of V is applied between the two.
The medium between the two electrodes is assumed to be homogeneous with permittivity
ǫ. As described earlier, a distributed electrostatic and mechanical force acts on the top
electrode and it has a distributed displacement. For developing a simplified one dimensional
model, it is necessary to replace the distributed quantities with a single lumped quantity.
For a clamped-clamped beam, the displacement at the center is used. Electrostatic force is
computed at the center. The mechanical restoring force is represented in terms of a lumped
spring of a certain value of stiffness. The value of stiffness used depends on boundary
conditions, residual stresses, etc. For the case of a clamped-clamped beam, it is given by,
k = 32Ew
(
t
l
)3
(2.1)
A one-dimensional representation of this switch is shown in Fig. 2.4. It consists of a
parallel-plate capacitor, with two rigid electrodes, one suspended by a spring of stiffness k
and the other grounded and fixed. Shown in Fig. 2.4 is an intermediate position of the
top electrode at a displacement x from its resting position. The stiffness determines the
mechanical restoring force,
Fmech = kx (2.2)
where x represents the displacement of the top electrode from its initial position. The
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electrostatic force acting on the top electrode is given by
Felec =
1
2
ǫE(x)2A (2.3)
where E(x) is the electric field acting on the top electrode and is given by,
E(x) =
V
g − x (2.4)
and A = wl is the overlap area. We can now write down the governing equations for static
and dynamic analysis of the MEMS switch. For static analysis,
kx =
1
2
ǫ
V 2A
(g − x)2 (2.5)
This is a non-linear equation in x and it requires a self-consistent solution. It reflects the
coupling between electrical and mechanical domains. One of the quantities of interest in the
design of MEMS switches is the pull-in voltage. It is the voltage at which the top electrode
snaps and makes contact with the bottom electrode. In the case of one-dimensional model,
this happens when the displacement reaches about g/3. An analytical expression can be
obtained using above and is given by,
V =
√
8kg3
27ǫA
(2.6)
For dynamic analysis,
mx¨+ cx˙+ kx =
1
2
ǫAV 2
(g − x)2 (2.7)
where m is the mass of the movable electrode given by
m = ρLwt (2.8)
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Figure 2.3: Fixed-fixed beam
Figure 2.4: One dimensional model
while c represents damping coefficient. We make use of one-dimensional models in this
dissertation for developing a macroscopic model of dielectric charging in Chapter 6.
2.2.2 Detailed numerical models
As we saw in the previous section, one dimensional models assume that the top electrode
is treated as a rigid body suspended by a spring and it bends down uniformly. This is
an obvious oversimplification. In reality, the top electrode has a distributed displacement.
Also, practical MEMS switches have complex geometries and it becomes necessary to have
the capability to model actual device geometries. Detailed finite element/boundary element
based models are developed to address this need. Most frequently, mechanical and electrical
domains are modeled seperately. The mechanical domain is defined to consist of the movable
electrode(s) (Fig. 2.5). Finite Element Method (FEM) is the most common method for
modeling the mechanical domain. The governing equation for mechanical domain is given
11
Figure 2.5: FEM Modeling: Mechanical Domain
Figure 2.6: FEM Modeling: Electrical Domain
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by equations of elasticity. An appropriate formulation (linear or non-linear elasticity) using
planar elements or beam elements can be used for developing the finite element formulation
for elasticity. In this dissertation, we assume linear elasticity. We have made use of both
planar elements as well as beam elements for modeling. FEM modeling of the movable
electrode(s) leads to development of mass(M), damping(D) and stiffness(K) matrices [38].
The output quantity of interest from solution of the mechanical domain is the displacement
x of the movable electrode(s). Note that M,D,K ∈ RNXN and x ∈ RN , where N is the
number of degrees of freedom in the finite element discretization.
The electrical domain is defined to be the domain exterior to the movable electrode(s)(Fig.2.6).
Boundary Element and Finite Element based methods are used for modeling electrical do-
main. The governing equation for electrical domain is obtained from the Laplace’s equation.
The output quantity of interest is the electric field ~E acting on the movable electrode.
Mathematically, the static problem can be stated as,
Kx = Felec(x) (2.9)
where Felec(x) is the electrostatic force vector and is obtained through the solution of a
Laplace equation in the electrical domain. Note the dependance of the electrostatic force on
the position x of the movable electrode. This is consistent with our description of coupled
physics in previous sections.
Above equation requires a self-consistent solution. There are broadly two different ways
of solving this problem - relaxation based methods and Netwon based methods [20]. We will
not go into the details of these methods.
The dynamic problem can be analogously stated as,
Mx¨(t) +Dx˙(t) +Kx(t) = Felec(x, t) (2.10)
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It represents a system of second-order ordinary differential equations (ODEs). A suitable
time marching scheme such as Newmark method is frequently used for time-domain solution.
Note that the dynamic problem requires a self-consistent solution at every time step [20].
While the detailed models are very useful for accurate analysis and design of MEMS, they
can be very expensive particularly for time domain simulations. In the next section, we will
look at how we can arrive at reduced order models which are accurate and computationally
efficient at the same time.
2.2.3 Reduced order models
Model order reduction (MOR) can be defined as the approximation of a continuous or discrete
model of a physical system by one of substantially lower order, yet capable of capturing the
behavior of the original one with sufficient accuracy. A reduced order model is typically
several orders of magnitude smaller than the original detailed model facilitating very fast
but accurate transient simulations. A lot of work has been done in the area of model order
reduction of linear systems such as circuits [26],[9], electromagnetic devices [99],[87],[100]
and MEMS [35], [66],[10],[27],[17],[13].
The most common approach to the dimension reduction of the second-order system is
based on a mathematically equivalent first-order formulation of the second order system.
Most of these methods can be classified into either balancing truncation methods or moment-
matching methods [9]. However, this approach has a few disadvantages. It ignores the
physical meaning of the original system matrices, and the reduced-order system is no longer
in a second-order form. It is highly desirable to have a reduced-order model preserving the
second-order form. Su and Craig proposed a structure preserving method with moment-
match property in 1991 [76]. A structure preserving model order reduction algorithm is
proposed in [10]. In this dissertation, we make use of this methodology for model order
reduction.
In order to describe the model order reduction methodology, we adopt a terminology
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consistent with the one used in [10]. The matricesM,D,K are assumed to be time-invariant.
Henceforth, we use the subscript org for indicating the full-order finite element model, ΣN .
Thus, we have,
Morgx¨(t) +Dorgx˙+Korgx = borgu(t)
y(t) = lTorgx(t) (2.11)
where borg, lorg ∈ RN are input distribution and output measurement vectors respectively.
A Second Order Arnoldi (SOAR) method is used for performing MOR [10]. The idea
of this method is to form a smaller system such that it matches the first n moments of the
original system response. This is achieved through the formation of a projection matrix Q.
The reduced order system can then be computed using,
K = QTKorgQ, D = Q
TDorgQ M = Q
TMorgQ
b = QT borg l = Q
T lorg (2.12)
The reduced order system is given by,
Mz¨(t) +Dz˙ +Kz = bu(t)
y(t) = lT z(t) (2.13)
The K,D,M matrices are now in Rn×n.
The projection matrix Q is to be constructed such that its columns form an orthonormal
basis for the nth second order Krylov subspace. We first define a second-order Krylov
subspace. Let A and B be square matrices of order N and let u 6= 0 be an N vector. Then
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the sequence r0, r1, r2, ..., rn−1 where
r0 = u (2.14)
r1 = Ar0 (2.15)
rj = Arj−1 +Brj−2 for j ≥ 2 (2.16)
is called a second order Krylov sequence based on A,B and u. For this second-order system,
A = −M−1D and B = −M−1K. The following is a pseudocode of the SOAR procedure.
Algorithm 1 SOAR procedure
1: q1 = u/ ‖u2‖
2: f = 0
3: for j = 1 to j = n do
4: r = Aqj +Bf
5: for i = 1 to j do
6: tij = q
T
ir
7: r = r − qitij
8: end for
9: tj+1,j = ‖r2‖
10: if tj+1,j 6= 0 then
11: qj+1 = r/tj+1,j
12: f = QjTˆ (2 : j + 1, 1 : j)
−1ej
13: else
14: reset tj+1,j = 1
15: qj+1 = 0
16: f = QjTˆ (2 : j + 1, 1 : j)
−1ej
17: savef
18: end if
19: end for
We make use of SOAR algorithm for deterministic MOR in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 3
Efficient FEM based Electrostatic
Analysis
3.1 Motivation
As briefly mentioned in Chapter 2, there are some challenges in making the coupled electro-
mechanical analysis computationally efficient. To provide a framework for their discussion,
let us consider the application of an FEM model for a coupled electro-mechanical analysis of
an electrostatically actuated MEMS device. In order to keep the presentation simple, it is
assumed that a relaxation-based algorithm rather than a Newton method [22] is used for the
coupling of the electrostatic and the mechanical domains. The relaxation-based algorithm
is as follows:
Algorithm 2 Relaxation algorithm
1: Perform an electrostatic analysis in the non-deformed geometry to calculate forces for
use in the mechanical domain.
2: repeat
3: Perform mechanical analysis (in the non-deformed geometry) to compute structural
displacements.
4: Update the geometry of the movable electrode using computed displacements.
5: Compute the electric field by electrostatic analysis (deformed geometry).
6: Compute electrostatic forces on the movable membrane in the deformed configuration.
7: Transform the electrostatic forces to the original non-deformed configuration.
8: until an equilibrium state is reached
During each step of the relaxation-based algorithm the beam deforms modifying the elec-
trostatic BVP domain. In the context of BEM, a Lagrangian formulation was proposed in
[45] to eliminate the need for such geometry update. In the context of FEM, the geometry
update necessitates a change in the mesh used for the finite element solution of the electro-
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static BVP. This is depicted for the case of the cantilever beam electrode suspended over
a fixed bottom electrode in Fig. 3.1. To update the finite element mesh for the deformed
geometry one approach is to treat the mesh as another elastic solid with some appropriate
elastic properties, and use the deflection of the movable beam as input boundary displace-
ments [74],[29]. Then, using a finite element solution to the elasticity problem, the new mesh
is obtained as a displacement of the previous one. This process is also known as mesh up-
dating or mesh morphing. Similar smoothing techniques are commonly found in commercial
FEM software packages such as ANSYS [84]. An alternative approach is to simply re-mesh
the deformed structure at each relaxation step. Both approaches contribute an undesirable
overhead to the computational cost of the iterative solution.
To avoid re-meshing the Lagrangian formulation of [45],[82] could be adopted, in prin-
ciple. However, a Lagrangian formulation for FEM will require information about nodal
displacements at all points in the electrical mesh, which, from a computational point of
view, is not very different from a mesh update. Furthermore, a mesh update using any of
the above techniques would require the finite element matrix for the electrostatic BVP to
be updated and factored at every relaxation step.
In this chapter, we present two alternative methodologies for the solution of the electro-
static BVP without mesh updating. This is followed by a demonstration of these proposed
methodologies through their application to the modeling of electrostatically-actuated MEMS
devices.
3.2 Methodology 1 - Auxiliary Electrostatic BVP
The proposed methodology is founded on the idea that the electric flux density on the mov-
able electrode in the deformed configuration can be approximated in terms of the electric flux
density on that electrode in the non-deformed configuration and the updated displacement
of the movable electrode [77].
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Figure 3.1: Conventional FEM electro-mechanical modeling: (a) Electrostatic BVP meshing
of non-deformed configuration (b) Electrostatic BVP meshing of deformed configuration
Let us consider the most generic representation of a MEMS device in terms of a movable
top electrode, a bottom, fixed electrode, and the in-between region that, in general, is filled
with an inhomogeneous dielectric as shown in Fig. 3.2. To elaborate, as shown in the figure,
the region surrounding the moving electrode is taken to be a homogeneous dielectric, (which
is, most commonly, air or vacuum), and it is represented by ǫh. The remaining of the space
between the electrodes may be filled with a different dielectric medium, e.g., serving the
purpose of an insulation layer between the electrodes. It is represented by ǫ(~r) in the figure.
Let us consider an intermediate deformed configuration of the top electrode as shown in
s
v(x)
ε(r)
h
Bottom electrode
(x)L2 G
deformed position
un−deformed position
ε
Top electrode (at V0 ) Γ
Figure 3.2: Proposed Approach : Mapping Deformed configuration to undeformed configu-
ration.
Fig. 3.2. The coupling between the mechanical and electrical domains happens through the
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electrostatic pressure, P , on the movable electrode. It is given by,
P =
ρs
2
2ǫ
(3.1)
where the electric charge density on the conductor surface (Γs) is given by
ρs = nˆ · (−ǫ∇φ) (3.2)
In the above equation nˆ is the outward pointing unit normal on the conductor surface.
Using the fact that the electric field intensity ~E = −∇φ has only the normal component on
a conductor surface, and using the electric flux density, ~D = ǫ ~E, the electrostatic pressure
on the movable electrode is cast in the following form
P =
1
2ǫ
∣∣∣ ~D∣∣∣2 (3.3)
In the deformed configuration, let us consider a flux line L2(x) (Fig. 3.2) between the two
electrodes starting at the co-ordinate x along the top electrode. Let V0 be the potential
difference between the two electrodes. Along such a flux line the magnitude of the electric
flux density ~Ddef (x) is constant. Let it be ~Dc. Hence, we can write,
∫
L2
~E.~dl = V0 (3.4)∫
L2
~Dc.~dl
ǫ(~r)
= V0 (3.5)∣∣∣ ~Dc∣∣∣ ∫
L2
1
ǫ(~r)
dl = V0 (3.6)∣∣∣ ~Ddef (x)∣∣∣ = V0∫
L2
1
ǫ(~r)
dl
(3.7)
Repeating above derivation along a flux line L(x) between the two electrodes in the non-
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deformed configuration we can write,
∣∣∣ ~D0(x)∣∣∣ = V0∫
L
1
ǫ(~r)
dl
(3.8)
Combining (3.7) and (3.8),
∣∣∣ ~Ddef (x)∣∣∣ =
∫
L
1
ǫ(~r)∫
L2
1
ǫ(~r)
dl
∣∣∣ ~D0(x)∣∣∣ (3.9)∣∣∣ ~Ddef (x)∣∣∣ = ratio× ∣∣∣ ~D0(x)∣∣∣ (3.10)
It is important to note that there are no approximations introduced in the above equation.
This expression relates the charge density in the deformed configuration to the charge density
on the movable electrode in the non-deformed configuration. Next, we present two different
ways of approximating the ratio in the above equation.
3.2.1 Method 1 : using geometry
This method exploits the fact that in many practical designs of electrostatically-actuated
MEMS devices the lengths of the electrodes are much larger than both the thickness of
the electrodes and their separation and that their motion occurs within an electrically-
homogeneous region of space which is air or vacuum. For example, length to separation
ratios of values ranging between 50:1 to 200:1 are very common in practical devices. With
this in mind, the following equations are proposed for the approximation of the lengths L(x)
and L2(x):
L(x) ≈ G (3.11)
L2(x) ≈ G− v(x) (3.12)
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where G is the distance between the movable and fixed electrodes in the absence of actuation,
while v(x) is the displacement of the movable electrode at position x along its axis. Thus,
(3.10) can be written as
∣∣∣ ~Ddef (x)∣∣∣ ≈ ∣∣∣ ~D0(x)∣∣∣ G
G− v(x) (3.13)
This approximation works very well for MEMS switches involving cantilevers or sim-
ply supported beams with homogeneous dielectrics, especially for devices with electrodes
of comparable lengths, where the definition of an electrode-to-electrode separation G is
straightforward from the device geometry. However, it is not straightforward for switches
with electrodes of disparate lengths and multiple dielectrics. For such devices the definition
of an electrode-to-electrode separation distance G is more cumbersome or even impossible.
To provide for a fully automated process for the calculation of the ‘ratio’ in eqn (3.10), the
following method is proposed.
3.2.2 Method 2 : using electric field distribution
This method is prompted by the observation that for the case of devices exhibiting asym-
metry in their electrode shapes, lengths and placement, and presence of dielectrics, the total
length of an electric flux line starting from one electrode and ending on the other will be
position dependent. Thus, a position-dependent separation function, G(x), must be defined,
understood as the length of different electric flux lines between the electrodes. To provide
for the calculation of such a position-dependent separation distance, use is made of the
calculated electric flux density on the moveable electrode after the first step of relaxation
process. Recall from above that this electric flux density was denoted as ~D0(x). Thus, G(x)
is computed by
G(x) = ǫh
V0∣∣∣ ~D0(x)∣∣∣ (3.14)
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where V0 is the potential difference between the electrodes and ǫh is the electric permittivity
next to the movable electrode. The length L2(x) is approximated using
L2(x) ≈ L(x)− v(x) (3.15)
So, we have, using (3.8),(3.15) and (3.16),
∫
L
1
ǫ(~r)
dl =
G(x)
ǫh
(exact) (3.16)∫
L2
1
ǫ(~r)
dl ≈
∫
L−v
1
ǫ(~r)
dl (3.17)∫
L2
1
ǫ(~r)
dl ≈
∫
L
1
ǫ(~r)
dl −
∫
v
1
ǫ(~r)
dl (3.18)
=
G(x)
ǫh
− v(x)
ǫh
Thus, (3.10) becomes,
∣∣∣ ~Ddef (x)∣∣∣ ≈ ∣∣∣ ~D0(x)∣∣∣ G(x)
G(x)− v(x) (3.19)
The example geometry of a cantilever beam suspended over a ground electrode of different
length, as depicted in Fig. 3.3, helps demonstrate the way G(x) is computed through the
aforementioned methodology. From the computed electric field intensity values along the
top movable electrode, it is clear that its value is maximum over the portion of the movable
electrode directly above the bottom electrode. The field intensity decays rapidly as we
move away from and to the left of the left edge of the bottom electrode. Incorporating
this variation in the computation of a position-dependent G(x) results in the distribution
depicted in the bottom plot of Fig. 3.3. It is evident from the plot that G(x) remains
constant and equal to the physical separation between the two electrodes over the right-end
portion of the top beam, which is located above the bottom electrode. As we approach the
edge of the bottom electrode, G(x) starts increasing, eventually assuming very large values
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Figure 3.3: G(x) calculation using electric field distribution. (a) Electric field distribution
(b) Position-dependent electrode separation G(x)
at distances sufficiently far away from the left edge of the bottom electrode.
Note that the electric field intensity is bound to exhibit very large values at the edges
of the conducting electrodes, as the numerical solution attempts to reproduce the charge
density singularity in the neighborhood of the edges. In these cases, G(x) may assume
values much smaller than the value of the physical separation between the two electrodes.
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To avoid numerical difficulties due to such behavior, we impose a condition that
G(x) ≥ G (3.20)
The algorithm for performing the FEM-based electro-mechanical analysis utilizing the
aforementioned approach is as follows [77]:
There is no need for re-meshing and re-generating the FEM matrix for the electrostatic
Algorithm 3 Modified BVP based Algorithm
1: Solve the electrostatic FEM problem in the non-deformed geometry with constant po-
tential V0 on the movable electrode (Γs).
2: Using the computed electric field intensity distribution on Γs, compute G(x) for Method
2. For Method 1, skip this step.
3: Loads/boundary conditions for the mechanical solution are computed using the calcu-
lated values of the charge density along the movable electrode.
4: Solve the mechanical FEM to compute the deflection/deformation of the movable elec-
trode.
5: Using the calculated displacement v(x) of the movable electrode, update the charge
density along Γs using ((3.14) or (3.20)).
6: Go to step 3 and repeat until convergence
BVP. The electrostatic problem is solved only once. This results in computation savings at
every relaxation step.
3.3 Methodology 2 - Conformal Mapping
3.3.1 Mathematical formulation
Let us consider the most generic representation of a MEMS switch in terms of a movable top
electrode, a bottom electrode and a region consisting of different dielectrics in between the
two electrodes as shown in Fig. 3.4. Typically, MEMS switches have the top electrode moving
through a region of a homogeneous dielectric (which is most commonly air) represented by
ǫh in the figure. Also, a MEMS switch can consist of regions of different layers of dieletric as
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Figure 3.4: Conformal Mapping from deformed domain to reference domain
represented by ǫ(~r) in the figure. Note, however that the formulation does not rely on this
assumption.
Let us consider an intermediate deformed configuration of the top electrode as shown in
Fig. 3.4 a. The coupling between the mechanical and electrical domains happens through
the electrostatic pressure, P , on the movable electrode. It is given by,
P =
ρs
2
2ǫ
(3.21)
where the electric charge density on the conductor surface (Γs) is given by
ρs = nˆ · (−ǫ∇φ) (3.22)
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In the above equation nˆ is the outward pointing unit normal on the conductor surface and
φ represents the electric potential. The computation of charge density requires the solution
of a Laplace equation in the deformed domain D with the typical boundary conditions as
shown in Fig. 3.4(a). Mathematically,
∇.(ǫ(x, y)∇φ(x, y)) = 0 in D (3.23)
φ = φ0 on Γ1 (3.24)
φ = 0 on Γ3 (3.25)
∂φ
∂n
= 0 on Γ2,Γ4 (3.26)
The objective of our proposed method is to transform this problem in the domain D to
one in the domain D∗, which corresponds to the initial undeformed state. Note that when
performing this transformation we want to preserve the solid dielectrics. So the mapping
essentially is a mapping of the homogeneous (air) medium next to the movable electrode.
Thus, we can consider the governing Laplace equation in a piecewise fashion, and work with,
∇.(ǫh∇φ(x, y)) = 0 (3.27)
∇2φ(x, y) = 0 (3.28)
Let w = f(z) = X + iY be an analytic function that maps a domain D (with (x,y) coor-
dinates) one-one and conformally to the domain D∗ (with (X,Y) coordinates) and let the
mapping be expressed as.
x = X + u
y = Y + v (3.29)
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Let Φ(X,Y ) correspond one-one to φ(x, y). Using this transformation we have,
∂φ
∂x
=
∂Φ
∂X
∂X
∂x
+
∂Φ
∂Y
∂Y
∂x
(3.30)
∂φ
∂y
=
∂Φ
∂X
∂X
∂y
+
∂Φ
∂Y
∂Y
∂y
(3.31)
The governing equation (3.28) can be transformed as,
∇2φ(x, y) = ∂2Φ
∂X2
[(∂X
∂x
)2 + ∂X
∂y
)2] + ∂
2Φ
∂Y 2
[(∂Y
∂x
)2 + ∂Y
∂y
)2] + ( ∂
2Φ
∂X∂Y
+ (3.32)
∂2Φ
∂Y ∂X
)(∂X
∂x
∂Y
∂x
+ ∂X
∂y
∂Y
∂y
) + ∂Φ
∂u
∇2X + ∂Φ
∂y
∇2Y
The last 3 terms in the above equation go to zero because z = f(X,Y ) is analytic [41]. More
specifically, using Cauchy-Reimann equations [41],
∂X
∂x
=
∂Y
∂y
(3.33)
∂X
∂y
= −∂Y
∂x
(3.34)
Thus, we get
∇2φ(x, y) = ∂
2Φ
∂X2
[(
∂X
∂x
)2 +
∂X
∂y
)2] +
∂2Φ
∂Y 2
[(
∂Y
∂x
)2 +
∂Y
∂y
)2] = 0 (3.35)
∇2Φ(X,Y ) = 0 (3.36)
So the Laplace equation remains invariant under a conformal mapping. Also, it can be
shown that Dirichlet conditions map to Dirichlet conditions on the corresponding boundary
and so also the Neumann boundary conditions [41]. Thus the original Laplace problem in
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the domain D is transformed to a domain D∗
∇.(ǫ∇Φ(X,Y )) = 0 in D∗ (3.37)
Φ = φ0 on Γ
∗
1 (3.38)
Φ = 0 on Γ∗3 (3.39)
∂Φ
∂n
= 0 on Γ∗2,Γ
∗
4 (3.40)
This means that all the intermediate deformed states D∗ can be transformed to the same
initial stateD, thus eliminating the need for doing a mesh update and matrix refactorization.
So if we can develop a map z = f(X,Y ) such that f is analytic we can achieve the above
transformation of the Laplace equation from domain D to D∗. Now, for f to be analytic,
∂X
∂x
=
∂Y
∂y
(3.41)
∂X
∂y
= −∂Y
∂x
(3.42)
Alternatively, this can be written as,
∂x
∂X
=
∂y
∂Y
(3.43)
∂y
∂X
= − ∂x
∂Y
(3.44)
Using above with equation (3.29), leads to,
∂u
∂X
=
∂v
∂Y
(3.45)
∂v
∂X
= − ∂u
∂Y
(3.46)
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Above equations can be converted in to one variable v, and that is
∂2v
∂X2
+
∂2v
∂Y 2
= 0 (3.47)
The boundary conditions for this problem are obtained from the mechanical displacements
of the top electrode. To calculate the electrostatic pressure on the top electrode in the
deformed domain, we use,
P (x, y) =
1
2
ǫ |∇φ(x, y)|2 (3.48)
where ∇φ(x, y) is obtained using,
∇φ(x, y) = F−T∇XΦ(X,Y ) (3.49)
where F is given by,
F =
 1 + ∂u∂X ∂v∂X
∂u
∂Y
1 + ∂v
∂Y
 (3.50)
Now ∇XΦ(X,Y ) is constant at every relaxation step and needs to be computed only once.
The thing that is updated at every step is F , which is obtained from a solution of the
following equation
∇.(ǫ∇v(X,Y )) = 0 in D∗ (3.51)
v = vtop electrode on Γ
∗
1
v = 0 on Γ∗2,Γ
∗
3,Γ
∗
4,Γ
∗
5
Note that the ∇2 operator is the same as the one for electrostatic problem in the undeformed
domain (equation (3.37)) and needs to be computed only once.
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The algorithm for performing the FEM-based electro-mechanical analysis utilizing the
aforementioned approach is as follows [78]:
Algorithm 4 Conformal Mapping based Algorithm
1: Solve the electrostatic FEM problem in the undeformed domain (equation 3.37).
2: Calculate the matrix F (equation (3.51)) and using that the electric field in the deformed
domain using equation (3.49).
3: Loads/boundary conditions for the mechanical solution are computed using the calcu-
lated values of the electric field and its direction along the movable electrode.
4: Solve the mechanical FEM to compute the deflection/deformation of the movable elec-
trode.
5: Using the calculated displacement v(x, y) of the movable electrode, update the boundary
condition along Γ∗1. The electrical mesh remains the same, only the dirichlet boundary
conditions are modified.
6: Solve equation (3.51).
7: Go to step 2 and repeat until convergence
Clearly, since the geometry does not change, there is no need for re-meshing and re-
generating the FEM matrix for the electrostatic BVP. Thus, in subsequent steps, the same
factorization of the electrostatic FEM matrix can be used. This results in computation
savings at every relaxation step.
3.4 Numerical Studies
Four case studies are presented next for assessing the performance and accuracy of the
proposed methodologies and demonstrating their versatility. These studies involve some
of the most common electrode geometries used in electrostatically-actuated MEMS devices.
Each individual case study presents some unique modeling challenges in an effort to examine
and quantify the limits of accuracy of the proposed methods.
3.4.1 Cantilever series switch
One of the most important RF MEMS switches is the cantilever series switch [64] depicted
in Fig. 3.5(a). It consists of a beam suspended over a bottom ground electrode, which is
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Figure 3.5: Cantilever series switch (a) Actual device (b) Modeled geometry. All dimensions
in microns.
part of a microwave, planar transmission line. The bottom ground electrode is on top of a
silicon substrate. The purpose of this case study is to examine the accuracy of the proposed
method in handling cantilever geometries with asymmetric placement of electrodes.
The modeled geometry is depicted in Fig. 3.5(b). Note that the silicon substrate is not
included in this study. The top electrode is 150 µm in length, 2 µm in thickness. The
Young’s modulus E is 170 GPa and the Poisson’s ratio ν is 0.34. The bottom electrode is
50 µm in length, 2 µm in thickness, and located 100 µm from the leftmost end of the top
electrode. The structure was analyzed for different values of the gap length, ranging from
1.5 µm to 4.5 µm. Thus, the length-to-gap ratio (for the top electrode) is varied between
100:1 and 10:1. Recall that in most practical applications, the length to gap ratio is kept as
high as possible, with length-to-gap ratios between 50:1 to 100:1 being the most common.
Hence, the choice of 10:1 as the lower limit of the length-to-gap ratio is actually beyond the
limits of practical geometries for such a class of devices.
Algorithm 3: Auxiliary Electostatic BVP
Four-node quad elements are used for the mechanical mesh whereas three-node triangles
are used for the electrical mesh. ESSOLV macro in ANSYS, which is a sequential coupled
field solver, is used for the implementation of Algorithm 1 and for providing the reference
solution. For each value of the length of the gap, the applied voltage is varied up to its
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pull-in value. Fig. 3.6 depict the computed deflections for two different values of gap length.
The proposed methodology is seen to be very accurate up to pull in, for both Methods 1
and 2. The results obtained using the proposed methodology remain within 1-2 % of the
ANSYS results. Fig. 3.7 shows the variation of % error in pull-in with length-to-gap ratios.
Even for the extreme case of a length-to-gap ratio of 10:1, the error is found to be less than
3 %.
Algorithm 4 : Conformal Mapping
Since Algorithm 3 is theoretically exact mapping, we consider the worst case gap of 4.5 µm
for the cantilever switch considered above. The results are depicted in Fig. 3.8. Its clear
that the results are very accurate.
3.4.2 Simply-supported RF MEMS capacitive switch
The MEMS device under study in this section is the simply-supported RF capacitive switch of
[34], depicted in Fig. 3.9. It consists of a Au beam for the top movable electrode, suspended
over a center ground conductor, which is part of a coplanar waveguide. The center ground
electrode is placed on top of a SiO2 layer, which is on top of a silicon substrate. A thin layer
of silicon nitride is deposited on top of the center conductor. This layer of dielectric prevents
direct metal to metal contact of the two electrodes. The presence of the metal posts at which
the top beam is attached provide for a natural truncation of the computational domain on
the two sides and the top. A truncation boundary is introduced in the Si substrate, resulting
in the cross-sectional geometry of the computational domain depicted in Fig. 3.9.
Since the width of the top electrode is much larger than the vertical thickness, a two-
dimensional analysis, involving the cross-sectional geometry depicted in Fig. 3.9 suffices. The
geometric dimensions that define the cross-sectional geometry are as follows. The length of
the top electrode is 300µm. Its thickness, t, is 0.8µm. The length of the lower electrode
is 100 µm and its thickness, te, is 0.8µm. The silicon oxide layer thickness, tox, is 0.4 µm.
The silicon nitride thickness, td, is 0.15 µm. The relative permittivities of the Si3N4 and
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Figure 3.6: Auxiliary BVP: Tip deflection of cantilever (a) gap length= 3.0 µm (b) gap
length= 4.5 µm
SiO2 layers, are, respectively, 7.6 and 3.9 . The relative permittivity of Si is taken to be
11.0. For the Au beam, the Young’s modulus, E, is 80 GPa and the Poisson’s ratio ν is
0.42. The thickness of the Si layer is 30 µm. The boundary condition imposed at the bottom
truncation boundary for the electrostatic BVP is one of zero electric flux density.
Algorithm 3: Auxiliary Electrostatic BVP
Like in the previous case, we consider designs with different gap lengths, g0. The ESSOLV
macro in ANSYS is used for generating the reference solution, based on the application
of Algorithm 1. For each value of the length of the gap, the applied voltage is varied up
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Figure 3.8: Conformal Mapping: Tip deflection of cantilever
to its pull-in value. Fig. 3.10 depict the computed deflections for two different values of
gap length. The proposed methodology is seen to be very accurate up to pull in, for both
Methods 1 and 2. Method 2, in particular, is closer to ANSYS predicted values, as expected,
due to its formulation that incorporates dielectrics. The results obtained using the proposed
methodology remain within 1 % of the ANSYS computed results.
Algorithm 4: Conformal Mapping
Just like in the case of cantilever switch, for Algorithm 3, we once again consider the worst
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Figure 3.9: RF MEMS switch. All dimensions in microns.
case gap of 9.0 µm. Fig. 3.11 shows the comparison. The results are very accurate.
3.4.3 Torsional micro-mirror
Torsional micro-mirrors have been widely used in applications such as spatial light modula-
tors, optical crossbar switches, adaptive optics and digital projection displays [89],[15]. This
case study focuses on the application of the proposed method to the electrostatic analysis
of a typical torsion micro-mirror device. Since the device involves rotation of electrodes and
thus substantial fringing, it serves as an ideal candidate for assessing the limits of validity
of the proposed methodology.
Figure 3.12(a) depicts a generic version of the most general design of a torsion micro-
mirror reported in the literature [89],[23]. It consists of two metal electrodes mounted on a
beam that is pivoted at the center. The beam is free to rotate about the pivot. There are two
bottom electrodes located at a certain distance below the top electrodes. A voltage applied
between two electrodes on one side produces an electrostatic force of attraction between
them, which results in a torque on the beam. This torque causes the beam to rotate and
rest at an angle to the original position. The most important design parameter of a torsion
micro-mirror is the maximum angle of rotation before it snaps and pulls in. This parameter
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Figure 3.10: Auxiliary BVP: Center deflection of RF MEMS capacitive switch (a) gap
length= 6.15 µm (b) gap length= 9.15 µm
depends on the gap between the top and bottom electrodes and the length of the top beam.
In micro-mirror devices reported in the literature, most length-to-gap ratios are found to be
greater than 50:1. However, in order to assess the limits of validity of the proposed method,
we consider a design of a micro-mirror with a length-to-gap ratio of 10:1. We consider the
state of a torsion mirror just before/at pull in. In other words, we consider the maximum
rotation of the top beam. From [23], the angle α at which the beam pulls in is given by,
α = 0.44
d
L
(3.52)
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Figure 3.11: Conformal Mapping: Center deflection of RF MEMS capacitive switch
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Figure 3.12: Torsion micro mirror (a) Undeformed state (b) Deformed state. All dimensions
in microns.
where d is the distance between the top and bottom electrodes and L is the length of the
beam on one side of the pivot.
We apply the proposed algorithms (Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4) (to the undeformed
configuration Fig. 3.12(a)) to calculate the electric field along the top electrodes and compare
the results with those obtained using the conventional FEM analysis for the beam in the
deformed configuration (Fig. 3.12(b)). The comparison is shown in Fig. 3.13(a) and Fig.
3.14(a). It is clear that very good agreement is observed. The electric charge density is
also computed. The % error in the calculated charge density along the top left electrode is
plotted in Fig. 3.13(b) and 3.14(b). The maximum error is about 2.0 % which occurs at the
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Figure 3.13: Modifed BVP: Torsion micro mirror electrostatic analysis: (a) Electric field
comparison with conventional FEM (b) % error in charge density along the top left electrode.
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extreme left. Along the beam the error is less than 0.7 % demonstrating the accuracy of our
proposed methods.
3.4.4 Comb drive
Electrostatically-actuated comb drives are an important class of MEMS structures having
numerous applications from micro-accelerometers and position controllers to hard disk drive
actuators [39],[22],[95]. This case study considers the application of Algorithm 3 to the
electro-mechanical FEM modeling of the transverse comb drive depicted in Figure 3.15(a).
The system consists of a movable center stage, 24 pairs of interdigitated teeth and four spring
beams. The center stage is supported by four folded spring beams anchored at the ends.
Electrostatic forces are generated when a voltage is applied between the fixed and movable
structures. The movable center stage is 100 µm long, 200 µm wide and 3.7 µm thick. The
small and large gaps between the two electrodes are g1=2µm and g2=5µm. The overlap
length is 50 µm and the finger width is 4 µm. The beam width is 3 µm, and the lengths of
the short and long parts of the folded beam are l1=80µm and l2=120µm, respectively. The
Young’s modulus of the comb structure is 200 GPa and the Poisson’s ratio is 0.31. Due to
symmetry, it is sufficient to consider the modeling of just the lower portion, depicted in Fig.
3.15(b). The surrounding medium is assumed to be homogeneous with electric permittivity
that of free space ǫ0.
For small displacements, the displacement of the movable stage can be obtained from
analytical analysis [39]
hltǫ
2
[
1
(g1 − x)2 −
1
(g2 + x)2
]
V 2 = Eh
b3
l31 + l
3
2
x (3.53)
where h is the thickness of the structure, x is the transverse displacement of the moving
stage and V is the applied voltage. Plotted in Fig. 3.16 is a comparison between results
from the above analytical expressions and those obtained using Algorithm 3.
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3.5 Computational Complexity Analysis
In the following we compare the computational complexity of the three algorithms, Algorithm
2 used in the standard FEM electro-mechanical analysis, and Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4.
For this purpose, the following notation will be used:
• Nm: number of nodes in the FEM mesh for the mechanical problem
• Ne: number of nodes in the FEM mesh for the electrostatic problem
• Ni: number of nodes at the boundary of the movable electrode for the mechanical
problem and on Sf for the auxiliary electrostatic problem
• Niter: number of relaxation steps for convergence
Table 3.1 summarizes the comparison of the two algorithms. An explanation of the entries
in Table 3.1 is as follows. For both the algorithms, the stiffness matrix for the mechanical
domain needs to be assembled and factored only once. The FEM system for the mechanical
domain needs to be solved at every relaxation step for both algorithms. For Algorithm 1,
the stiffness matrix for the electrostatic problem needs to be reassembled and factored at
every relaxation step as the geometry of the electrostatic problem changes at every step due
to electrode deformation. In contrast, in Algorithm 2, this has to be done only once, since
the deformed geometry is reflected only in an updated charge density on the fixed surface
Γs. Similarly in Algorithm 3, since the deformed geometry is mapped conformally onto un-
deformed geometry and that preserves the Laplace equation. Furthermore, in Algorithm 1,
an FEM mesh update is required at every relaxation step. This cost is completely eliminated
in Algorithm 2 and 3.
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Assuming Niter = 10, the computational cost for each algorithm is obtained from the
entries of Table 3.1, as follows:
Algorithm 2 : O(N1.5m + 13N
1.5
e + 11Nm + 42Ne + 20Ni)
≈ O(N1.5m + 13N1.5e + 40Ne) (3.54)
Algorithm 3 : O(N1.5m +N
1.5
e + 11Nm + 2Ne + 20Ni)
≈ O(N1.5m +N1.5e ) (3.55)
Algorithm 4 : O(N1.5m +N
1.5
e + 11Nm + 20Ne + 20Ni)
≈ O(N1.5m +N1.5e + 18Ne) (3.56)
Thus, Algorithms 3 and 4 are roughly 10 times more efficient than Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 3 is slightly more efficient that Algorithm 4. However, Algorithm 4 is theo-
retically exact. Extension of Algorithm 3 to three dimensions is more straightforward, same
cannot be said about Algorithm 4. Both the algorithms are easy to implement in the existing
frameworks of available CAD software.
Algorithm 3 will be used in the next Chapter to develop a new method for fast stochastic
FEM electrostatic analysis of MEMS devices.
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Table 3.1: Computational complexity of Algorithm 2, Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4
step order Algo. 2 Algo. 3 Algo. 4
Assembly
Stiffness matrix for mechanical domain Nm 1 1 1
Stiffness matrix for electrical domain Ne Niter 1 1
Stiffness matrix for pseudo-elastic (electrical)
domain
2Ne 1 0 0
Factorization of stiffness matrix
Stiffness matrix for mechanical domain N1.5m 1 1 1
Stiffness matrix for electrical domain N1.5e Niter 1 1
Stiffness matrix for pseudo-elastic (electrical)
domain
(2Ne)
1.5 1 0 0
Forward and backward solve for linear system
for mechanical domain Nm Niter Niter Niter
for electrical domain Ne Niter 1 Niter
for pseudo-elastic (electrical) domain (2Ne) Niter 0 0
Update interface conditions
to calculate electrostatic forces for mechani-
cal domain
Ni Niter Niter Niter
to calculate mechanical displacements for
electrical domain
Ni 0 Niter Niter
to calculate mechanical displacements for
pseudo-elastic domain
Ni Niter 0 0
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Figure 3.14: Conformal Mapping: Torsion micro mirror electrostatic analysis: (a) Electric
field comparison with conventional FEM (b) % error in charge density along the top left
electrode.
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Figure 3.15: Comb drive (a) Actual design (b) Modeled geometry. All dimensions in microns.
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Chapter 4
Stochastic Electrostatic Analysis
4.1 Literature Review
As mentioned in the Introduction, inherent variations during fabrication result in random
variations in geometry and material properties. Operation of an electrostatically actuated
MEMS switch involves the interaction of multiple domains such as mechanical and electrical.
Random variations in geometry or material properties therefore become particularly impor-
tant as their effects on switch behavior are coupled. For example, the electrostatic force of
attraction between the two electrodes depends non-linearly on the geometric gap between
them. A random variation in this gap produces a random variation in the force which leads
to random variation in the displacement. Thus the electromechanical characteristics of the
switch such as Pull-in voltage are random. It is important to be able to account for such
stochastic variations during the design process and have this capability in CAD tools.
A standard way to deal with these random variations is brute-force Monte Carlo sim-
ulations [24]. These basically involve considering a large number (typically greater than
10000) realizations (or samples) of the geometry and solving the deterministic problem for
each one of these realizations. The statistics such as the mean and standard deviation of
the required output quantity such as the electrostatic force are then generated. This is a
very time consuming process. The convergence rate is Ø(N−1/2), where N is the number
of sampling points. Several techniques have been developed, for improving convergence, for
example, Latin hypercube sampling, [53],[75], the quasi-Monte Carlo (QMC) method, [25],
[56], [57], and the Markov chain Monte Carlo method (MCMC) [32]. Monte Carlo based
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approaches have been used for MEMS optimization under uncertainty. For example, Reh
et al. studied the effect of various geometrical features on the design of a comb drive us-
ing ANSYS probabilistic design system (ANSYS/PDS) [65]. Kong et al. [43] studied the
performance variability of a ceramic MEMS actuator under random variations in the shape
of the actuator and the air gap in the condenser. Han and Kwak [36] presented the use of
robust optimization during the design of a microgyroscope using MC simulations to compare
predicted yields. Liu et al. [50] presented a robust design method to minimize the sensitivity
of a laterally vibrating resonator against width variations due to fabrication errors.
In terms of non-statistical approaches, Ghanem and Spanos [30] developed polynomial
chaos. Polynomial chaos is a spectral expansion of the stochastic processes in terms of the
orthogonal polynomials as given by Wieners homogeneous chaos theory. The homogeneous
chaos expansion is based on Hermite polynomials and leads to fast converging algorithms
when the underlying random variables are Gaussian. The idea was used by Xiu and Kar-
niadakis to model uncertainty in various problems such as diffusion [93] and fluid flow [94].
Stochastic Galerkin method has been successfully applied to other engineering problems in
computational mechanics [68],[69] and heat conduction [31],[92]. In a more recent work, [2]
[3], the polynomial chaos theory was used in the context of a Lagrangian BEM for performing
electrostatic and coupled electro-mechanical analysis of MEMS systems.
The stochastic collocation method [91],[16],[8],[28] tries to combine the advantages of both
stochastic Galerkin methods and classical Monte Carlo approaches. It is based on Lagrange
polynomial interpolation in multi-dimensional random space. Use of Lagrange interpolation
decouples the equations so that it requires a run of the deterministic solver for each point
in the multi-dimensional parameter space. These interpolation points in random space can
be generated using various algorithms such as Strouds cubature and Smolyak sparse grids
[72]. Compared to stochastic Galerkin methods, the collocation methods generally result
in a larger number of equations than a typical Galerkin method; however, these equations
are easier to solve as they are completely decoupled and require only repetitive runs of a
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deterministic solver. Stochastic collocation are also more efficient than brute force Monte
Carlo due to the smart choice of interpolation points. In [4],[5], a stochastic collocation
based approach is used for analysis of MEMS under parametric uncertainties.
In this Chapter, we develop a framework for performing FEM based stochastic electro-
static analysis in RF MEMS switches. We make use of the modified BVP approach presented
in Chapter 3 for the same. Our approach can work with any of the aforementioned tech-
niques for representing uncertainty. We begin with a review of two expansion methods for
representing uncertainty.
4.2 Representing Stochastic Input Geometry
Consider a deterministic domain D in ℜd, d = 1, 2 and let x ∈ D . Let (Ω,ℑ, P ) denote a
probability space, where Ω is the set of all possible events, ℑ is the σ−algebra of events and
P is the probability measure. The symbol θ represents an event in Ω. Then, all real valued
functions ξ(θ) defined on Ω are known as random variables and functions u(x, θ) defined on
D⊗Ω are known as random processes. The random processes need to be discretized both in
random as well as spatial dimensions. In the following, we present two most commonly used
spectral expansion methods - Karhunen-Loe`ve (KL) expansion and generalized polynomial
chaos.
4.2.1 Karhunen-Loe`ve (KL) expansion
Let u(x; θ) denote a random process, with a correlation function C(x1;x2), where x1 and x2
are the spatial coordinates. The KL expansion represents the random process as a spectral
expansion in terms of the eigenfunctions of the covariance kernel C(x1;x2) [52]. By definition,
the covariance kernel is bounded, symmetric and positive definite. This guarantees that all
the eigenfunctions are mutually orthogonal and form a complete set. The KL expansion can
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be written as
u(x, θ) = u(x) +
∞∑
i=1
√
λiξi(θ)fi(x) (4.1)
where u(x) is the mean of the random process and {ξi(θ)} forms a set of uncorrelated random
variables. fi and λi form the eigenvector-eigenvalue pair of the covariance kernel that satisfy
∫
Ω
C(x1,x2)fi(x2)dx2 = λifi(x1) (4.2)
In practice the expansion in Eq. (4.1) is truncated after a finite number of terms M , which
leads to a truncation error ǫM . As compared to other expansion methods, which use some
orthonormal functions {fi}, the KL expansion is optimal in the sense that the mean-square
error
∫
Ω
ǫ2Mdx is minimized.
The applicability of the KL expansion depends on the ability to solve the integral equation
(4.2). For certain choices of the covariance kernel and domain Ω, analytical solution exists
for Eq. (4.2) as given in [30]. However, for general cases, a numerical solution procedure as
detailed in [30] is necessary. We note that KL expansion requires the covariance function of
the random process being expanded, which in general is not known in advance. Hence KL
expansion can only be used to represent the uncertain input random processes, for which the
covariance structure is either known or can be estimated based on experimental evidence.
This limitation can be addressed by using an alternative expansion, as described next.
4.2.2 Polynomial chaos expansion
The polynomial chaos expansion is a spectral expansion of the random process in terms of
the orthogonal polynomials in multi-dimensional random variables. For the purpose of the
following discussion, and without loss of generality, we assume that all inputs are Gaussian
random variables. So we consider Hermite polynomials of Gaussian random variables for
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expansion. Let {ξi(θ)}∞i=1 be a set of orthonormal Gaussian random variables. Using this,
the polynomial chaos expansion of a second-order random process u(x, θ) is given as [30]
u(x, θ) =
∞∑
i=1
µi(θ)gi(x) (4.3)
u(x, θ) = a0(x)Γ0 +
∞∑
i1=1
ai1(x)Γ1(ξi1(θ)) +
∞∑
i1=1
∞∑
i2=1
ai1i2(x)Γ2(ξi1(θ), ξi2(θ)) + .... (4.4)
where Γn(ξi1 , ξi2 , ..., ξin) denotes the polynomial chaos of order n in terms of the multi-
dimensional Gaussian random variables ξ = (ξi1 , ξi2 , ..., ξin). For convenience, eqn. (4.4) is
often rewritten as
u(x, θ) =
∞∑
i=0
âi(x)Ψ(ξ(θ)) (4.5)
where there is a one-to-one correspondence between the functions Γ[.] and Ψ[.] and between
the coefficients. For the case of one-dimensional Hermite polynomial chaos, ξ1 = ξ and Ψ
are the one-dimensional Hermite polynomials given as [30],
Ψ0(ξ) = 1,Ψ1(ξ) = ξ,Ψ2(ξ) = ξ
2 − 1,Ψ3(ξ) = ξ3 − 3ξ,Ψ4(ξ) = ξ4 − 6ξ2 + 3, ... (4.6)
In practice, finite number of random variables are used in the expansion to represent
finite number of random parameters in the system. Also, the order of the polynomial used
in the expansion is restricted to p. Thus, the expansion in eqn. (4.5) can now be written as
u(x, θ) =
N∑
i=0
âi(x)Ψ(ξ(θ)) (4.7)
The total number of terms included in the polynomial chaos expansion (N + 1), depends
both on the dimensionality n and the highest order p of the multi-dimensional polynomials
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used, and is given as
N + 1 =
(n+ p)!
n!p!
(4.8)
Next, we will look at our proposed approach for stochastic electrostatic analysis.
4.3 Proposed Framework for Stochastic Analysis
4.3.1 Theoretical formulation
The main idea of our proposed method lies in treating each of the random realizations of
geometry as deformations or displacements from one standard geometry. We use the concept
of ‘mapping’ developed in Chapter 3 for extracting solution on each random sample from
the solution on this standard geometry. We will facilitate the discussion with the aid of
Fig. 4.1. The figure depicts the generic cross sectional geometry of a two-electrode MEMS
switch structure. The conductors are embedded in a dielectric medium, with position-
dependent relative permittivity. Two different cross-sectional geometries are shown for the
top electrode. The one with the solid line denotes the mean cross section while the one with
the dotted line denotes the cross section of one random sample. This random sample is the
result of statistical variation in the cross section of the conductor and/or its position with
respect to the reference ground plane. Also shown in the figure are electric flux lines, one for
each one of the two cross-sectional geometries, starting from the conductor and terminating
on the ground electrode. At both ends each flux line is perpendicular to the conducting
surfaces. Furthermore, the starting point P ′ of the flux line on the random sample cross
section is taken to be the point at which the flux line starting from point P on the mean
cross section intersects the random sample cross section.
Consider the electric flux line L′ (Fig. 4.1) starting at point P ′(~r0
′)(x, y) on the random
sample conductor and the electric flux line L (Fig. 4.1) starting at point P (~r0)(x, y) on
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Figure 4.1: Definition of the mean cross section and the cross section of one random sample
the mean conductor. Following the discussion in Chapter 3, it is possible to arrive at a
relationship between the electric flux densities along these two lines. It is given by,
∣∣∣ ~D′(~r0′)∣∣∣ ≈ ∣∣∣ ~D(~r0)∣∣∣ G(~r0)
G(~r0)− v(~r0) (4.9)
This is the final expression relating charge density on the random sample conductor surface
to the charge density on the mean conductor surface. It describes the required, position-
dependent mapping from a random sample to a mean geometry. Clearly, G′(~r0
′) = G(~r0)−
v(~r0) can be interpreted as the approximation of the position-dependent, flux line length in
the random sample conductor cross section.
The output quantities of interest in MEMS electrostatic analysis are charge density,
capacitance and electrostatic force. They can be calculated for a random sample using this
mapping. For example, the capacitance per unit length of the random sample cross section
is calculated through the integral,
C ′ =
∫
Crs
| ~D′(~r′)|dl′ (4.10)
C ′ =
∫
Cmean
G(~r)
G(~r)− v(~r) |
~D0(~r)||J |dl (4.11)
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where J is the Jacobian of the map between the random sample cross section and the mean
cross section. Crs, Cmean denote, respectively, the contour of the random sample cross section
and the mean cross section. The Jacobian can be computed using the following,
J =
 ∂x∂X ∂y∂X
∂x
∂Y
∂y
∂Y
 (4.12)
We can arrive at similar relationships for other output quantities of interest.
While the aforementioned approach would work for most uncertainties associated with
MEMS cross-sectional geometry, the problem of a ‘longer’ top electrode over a ‘shorter’
bottom electrode would require special treatment. Let us consider a top, longer electrode
over a bottom, shorter electrode placed asymmetrically below the top electrode as shown in
Fig. 4.2. Also, shown in the figure are the two extreme realizations of the top electrode due
to uncertain length. In order to explain our proposed approach for handling this case, let us
consider a specific example of this geometry. We take the top electrode to be 10 units long,
above a bottom electrode of length 3 units and placed 3 units from the rightmost edge of
the top electrode. The gap is 1 unit. We consider a 20% variation in the length of the top
electrode. So apart from the mean geometry, we consider two lengths, 14 units and 6 units.
We look at the charge density distribution for each of the three cases as shown in Fig. 4.3.
We observe from the figure that the solution for charge density distribution from the longest
length can be used to deduce the charge density distribution in all other cases. So we need
one deterministic solution on the ‘longest’ length, called ρ0 and we can derive charge density
distribution for all other lengths from this.
In the following two sections, we describe computer implementation of aforementioned
theoretical formulation using two alternatives - non-sampling methods such as polynomial
chaos and sampling methods such Monte Carlo/Stochastic Collocation.
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Figure 4.2: Longer top electrode : stochastic variation in the length
4.3.2 Computer implementation using polynomial chaos
Let us consider Eqn. (4.9),
∣∣∣ ~D′(~r′)∣∣∣ ≈ ∣∣∣ ~D0(~r)∣∣∣ G(~r)
G(~r)− v(~r) (4.13)
Using Taylor series expansion on the right hand side above,
∣∣∣ ~D′(~r)∣∣∣ ≈ (1 + v(~r)
G(~r)
+
v(~r)2
G(~r)2
+
v(~r)3
G(~r)3
+ ....)
∣∣∣ ~D0(~r)∣∣∣ (4.14)
Thus, in terms of stochastic quantities (eqn(4.7)),
∣∣∣∣ ~˜D(~r)∣∣∣∣ ≈ (1 + v(~r, θ)G(~r) + v(~r, θ)2G(~r)2 + v(~r, θ)3G(~r)3 + ....) ∣∣∣ ~D0(~r)∣∣∣ (4.15)
Using above relations, one can express the uncertain charge density ρ˜(~r, θ) as,
ρ˜(~r, θ) ≈ (1 + v(~r, θ)
G(~r)
+
v(~r, θ)2
G(~r)2
+
v(~r, θ)3
G(~r)3
+ ....)
∣∣∣ ~D0(~r)∣∣∣ (4.16)
The random displacement can be modeled using polynomial chaos,
v(~r, θ) =
N∑
i=0
vi(~r)Ψ(ξ(θ)) (4.17)
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Figure 4.3: Charge density for different lengths of the top electrode
For example, using expansion in terms of one random variable,
v(~r, θ) =
∑
vkΨk
= v0(~r)1 + v1(~r)ξ + v2(~r)(ξ
2 − 1) + v3(~r)(ξ3 − 3ξ) + ... (4.18)
Using the same expansion for charge density ρ˜,
ρ˜ =
N∑
i=0
ρi(~r)Ψ(ξ(θ)) (4.19)
ρ˜(~r, θ) =
∑
ρkΨk
= ρ0(~r)1 + ρ1(~r)ξ + ρ2(~r)(ξ
2 − 1) + ρ3(~r)(ξ3 − 3ξ) + ... (4.20)
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The coefficients ρi can be easily computed using the above three relations. The important
point is that only a single deterministic run, the one for the mean geometry to compute ~D0,
is required. Once that is obtained, calculating the coefficients ρi is straightforward.
Longer top electrode over a shorter bottom electrode
Let us now consider the problem of determining stochastic charge density distribution on
the top electrode for the case depicted in Fig. 4.2. Note that with a stochastic change in
the length, the length along which we define distribution is itself random. So our objective
is for each random realization of the length, we map the charge density along that length to
the length in the mean geometry. Let us consider an expansion of the charge density as,
ρ˜(X, θ) =
∑
dkΨk
= d0(X)1 + d1(X)ξ + d2(X)(ξ
2 − 1) + d3(X)(ξ3 − 3ξ) + ... (4.21)
where X is the coordinate along the length of the top electrode in the mean geometry; so
0 < X < L where L is the mean length of the geometry. Let us consider a specific random
sample of the length, and let the total length be L+ ξ (ξ is Gaussian random variable with
mean 0 and variance σ2). Let ρξ(x) represent the charge distribution along this random
sample and let ρξ(X) represent the corresponding map of this charge distribution onto the
mean geometry. We have the following relations,
x = (1 + ξ/L)X (4.22)
ρξ(x) = ρ0(x) (4.23)
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Using (4.21), (4.23) and orthogonality of the Hermite polynomial basis, we have,
d0(X)
∫ 3σ
−3σ
e−1/2ξ
2
dξ =
∫ 3σ
−3σ
ρξ(X)e
−1/2ξ2dξ (4.24)
d1(X)
∫ 3σ
−3σ
ξ2e−1/2ξ
2
dξ =
∫ 3σ
−3σ
ρξ(X)ξ
2e−1/2ξ
2
dξ (4.25)
d2(X)
∫ 3σ
−3σ
(ξ2 − 1)2e−1/2ξ2dξ =
∫ 3σ
−3σ
ρξ(X)(ξ
2 − 1)e−1/2ξ2dξ (4.26)
Above relations can be used to extract the coefficients d0, d1, d2... in eqn (4.21).
4.3.3 Computer implementation using Monte Carlo or stochastic
collocation approach
In this section, we will look at how our proposed approach can be used in conjunction
with other methods for representing random geometry - sampling based approaches such as
Monte Carlo or Stochastic Collocation. In these approaches, one considers many realizations
of random geometry. For our proposed method, we consider the mean geometry and perform
finite element solution on this mean geometry to compute position dependent G(~r). Next,
for each random realization of the geometry, we compute v(~r) which is the displacement of
the random geometry from the mean. It is important to note that this calculation does not
require any finite element discretization. Thus, for each random geometry, capacitance is
computed using (4.11). We can calculate other quantities of interest such as charge density
and electrostatic force in a similar fashion. Once all capacitances Ci have been computed,
it is easy to compute the desired statistics such as mean and standard deviation. Use
of statistical methods such as Monte Carlo or Stochastic Collocation is particularly useful
when the number of input random variables is large, because for such cases, the orthogonal
polynomial expansion grows in size and complexity. We demonstrate this approach in the
numerical studies section using one example.
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4.4 Numerical Studies
4.4.1 Example 1: single conductor over a ground plane
We consider a rectangular strip conductor embedded in three-layer substrate above a ground
plane [79]. The problem consists of determining the effect of variations in conductor width,
L, and its distance from the ground plane, H, on per-unit-length capacitance. The mean
dimensions and the material properties of the cross-sectional geometry are specified in Figure
4.4(a).
First, we consider the distance from the ground, H, to be a random variable, and express
it as,
H(θ) = H0(1− νξ(θ)) (4.27)
where H0 = 0.2µm is the mean or average distance, ξ is a Gaussian random variable with
unit variance and ν is the variation in H. This, basically, may be considered as a random
displacement, νξ(θ)H0, applied to the conductor at mean height H0 above ground. Thus we
have,
v(~r, θ) = νξH0 (4.28)
C˜ =
∫
S
(
1 +
(
νH0
G(~r)
)
ξ +
(
νH0
G(~r)
)2
ξ2 + ...
)
|J || ~D0|dl (4.29)
G(~r) is the position dependent flux length as defined earlier. Using up to quadratic terms
in the expansion for stochastic capacitance,
C˜ = C0 + C1ξ + C2(ξ
2 − 1) (4.30)
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Then, the coefficients can be obtained from,
C0 =
∫
S
(
1 +
(
νH0
G(~r)
)2)
|J || ~D0|dl (4.31)
C1 =
∫
S
(
νH0
G(~r)
)
|J || ~D0|dl (4.32)
C2 =
∫
S
(
νH0
G(~r)
)2
|J || ~D0|dl (4.33)
Since the volume of the geometry does not change, |J | = 1. G(~r) and | ~D0| are obtained from
the solution of the deterministic problem in the mean geometry. Thus, only one deterministic
problem needs to be solved. The mean of the capacitance is given by C0, while the standard
deviation is given by
√
C21 + 2C
2
2 .
We use standard Monte Carlo method for generating the reference solution. In the
standard Monte Carlo approach we consider a number of realizations of the random geometry
and carry out a finite element solution for each geometry to compute capacitance. 10000
solutions were used to obtain the pdf of capacitance depicted in Figure 4.4(b) (for 10%
change in gap). The mean and standard deviation obtained with our proposed method is in
close agreement with that obtained using Monte Carlo (Table 4.1). Note that performing
10000 simulations took approximately 15000 seconds. This to be contrasted to the 2 secs
required by the proposed alternative approach.
We repeat this exercise for random variation in the conductor width L and the results
are summarized in Table 4.2. Once again, the results show that our proposed method is
very accurate and extremely efficient.
Table 4.1: Example 1 (Self-Capacitance in pF/cm) : Statistical change in G
%change in H Monte Carlo Proposed method
mean std. dev mean std. dev
10% 3.29 0.115 3.29 0.114
20% 3.31 0.236 3.31 0.233
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Figure 4.4: (a) One conductor over a ground plane. (b) Probability distribution function of
the capacitance for a 10 % variation in distance from ground plane
Table 4.2: Example 1 (Self-Capacitance in pF/cm): Statistical change in L
%change in L Monte Carlo Proposed method
mean std. dev mean std. dev
10% 3.31 0.073 3.29 0.075
20% 3.31 0.15 3.29 0.15
4.4.2 Example 2 : MEMS cantilever beam
In this example, we will demonstrate the use of KL expansion for representing a random
process - gap in this particular case [2]. We consider a cantilever beam of length 2a and
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Figure 4.5: Cantilever beam over a ground plane.
thickness t. It is suspended at a gap g over a ground plane, Fig. 4.5. The gap g is modeled
as a random process using KL expansion. We assume an exponential covariance kernel,
C(x1, x2) = ν
2
gexp(
−r
b
) (4.34)
where r = |x1 − x2|, is the distance between points x1 and x2, b and νg are parameters that
dictate the number of terms in the KL expansion required for accurate representation of the
field. The parameter b is known as the correlation length and it reflects the rate at which
the correlation decays between two points. For example, a higher value of b leads to rapid
decay of the eigenvalues and so the first few terms are enough for good accuracy. On the
contrary, a lower value of b leads to more number of terms in the KL expansion.
In general, the KL expansion can be computed numerically. For this particular expo-
nential kernel and canonical geometry, analytical solution exists for eigenvalues and eigen-
functions and is given in [30]. Using this solution, the stochastic gap can be represented in
terms of the random variables using KL expansion given in Eqn. (4.1) as,
g(x, θ) = g(x) +
∞∑
i=1
√
λiξi(θ)fi(x) (4.35)
where g = 0.1µm is the mean value of the gap. The first few eigenvalues for the exponential
kernel are 1.14, 0.38, 0.15, 0.08 and so on.
Since the eigenvalues decay very rapidly, we consider only the first two eigenfunctions in
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the KL expansion. Thus,
g(x, θ) = g(x) +
√
λ1f1(x)ξ1 +
√
λ2f2(x)ξ2 (4.36)
where ξ1 and ξ2 are independent Gaussian random variables with unit variance. This ran-
dom variation in the gap is implemented by providing a random displacement v(x, θ) =
[0,
∑2
i=1
√
λifi(x)ξi] to the beam.
The probability density function for the net vertical electrostatic force for V = 1 V and
νg = 0.1, obtained using our approach and published in [2] are shown in Fig. 4.6. Excellent
agreement is observed.
4.4.3 Example 3 : RF switch
In this section, we consider a cantilever RF MEMS geometry as depicted in Fig. 4.7. The
top electrode is 150 µm in length suspended 2 µm over a bottom electrode of 50 µm. The
objective of this study is to investigate the combined effect of random length and gap on the
net vertical force acting on the top electrode. Both the gap and the length are considered to
have Gaussian distribution. We consider 10% variation in gap and 5% and 10% variation in
length. We use standard Monte Carlo for generating the reference solution. For our proposed
method, we use one finite element solution on the geometry corresponding to the longest
‘length’ of the top electrode. The specific solutions for net vertical force for each random
sample can be obtained using this solution and ‘mapping’. The results are summarized in
Table 4.3. Shown in Fig. 4.8 is the probability density function (pdf) of the net vertical
force obtained using Monte Carlo simulations and our approach. The results show that our
proposed method is very accurate.
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Figure 4.6: Example 2: PDF of net vertical force
Figure 4.7: Example 3 : Cantilever RF MEMS switch. Dimensions in microns.
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Figure 4.8: Probability Density Function of the net vertical force
Table 4.3: Example 3 (Net vertical force (N/m)): Statistical change in L and 10% change
in gap
%change in L Monte Carlo Proposed method
mean std. dev mean std. dev
5% 5.80e-5 4.07e-6 5.74e-5 3.77e-6
10% 5.79e-5 3.93e-6 5.73e-5 3.64e-6
4.5 Stochastic Electro-mechanical Solution
We have so far seen how to perform stochastic electrostatic analysis for a MEMS switch.
The next step is to develop a framework for stochastic mechanical analysis. The two can be
combined to develop a methodology for performing coupled stochastic electro-mechanical so-
lution. There are again broadly two different approaches for pursuing this further - stochastic
Galerkin based methods and sampling methods such as Stochastic Collocation. We will not
pursue this further in this work. Instead we would like to direct the reader to [1], which
provides a very detailed development of stochastic coupled-electro mechanical framework.
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Chapter 5
Stochastic Model Order Reduction
5.1 Introduction
So far we have talked about computationally efficient methods for quasi-static analysis of
MEMS. In this Chapter, we shift attention to time and frequency domain analyses of MEMS
devices. Such analyses reveal several important information such as switching time, dynamic
pull-in, resonant frequency etc. As previously mentioned in Chapter 2, reduced order models
are frequently employed for such analyses due to their computational efficiency. However, in
their majority reduced-order modeling tools assume a deterministic definition of the structure
being modeled. As discussed earlier, variations and/or uncertainty in geometric attributes,
material properties and operating conditions are becoming a significant impacting factor in
device, component and system performance. Stochastic model order reduction can offer an
efficient way for optimization of dynamic problems [6],[49],[47]. This has led to a lot of efforts
towards developing MOR algorithms for variational and parametric uncertainty analysis. In
[37], a variational balanced truncation method was introduced for model reduction of variable
geometry interconnects. In [51], a method for model order reduction of RCL interconnects
was described. Various algorithms for parameteric model order reduction have been proposed
in [85],[19],[60],[46],[14],[12].
Zou et al. [101] demonstrated the use of Hermite polynomial chaos for stochastic model
order reduction. In [90], Xiu described the use of Smolyak sparse grids for parametric
uncertainty analysis.
In this Chapter, we put forward a framework for performing MOR in the presence of
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input parameter uncertainty. More specifically, our focus is to develop a method that treats
MOR as a black-box deterministic solver. In other words, the objective is for the approach
to be independent of the specific MOR algorithm employed.
5.2 Mathematical Formulation
5.2.1 Deterministic reduced order model
The methodology described in Chapter 2 is followed for the development of the finite element
approximation for the coupled electro-mechanical modeling of MEMS dynamics. It can be
represented in the form of the following second-order system of equations
Mx¨(t) +Dx˙+Kx = Felec(x, t)
where N is the number of degrees of freedom in the finite element approximation, the vector
x contains the displacements, the matrices M,D,K are in RNXN . Felec(x, t) represents the
electrostatic force of attraction acting on the movable electrode. Note that it is non-linearly
dependent on the state vector x. The matrices M,D,K are assumed to be time-invariant.
Henceforth, we use the subscript org for indicating the full-order finite element model, ΣN .
Thus, we have,
Morgx¨(t) +Dorgx˙+Korgx = borgu(t)
y(t) = lTorgx(t) (5.1)
where borg, lorg ∈ RN are input distribution and output measurement vectors respectively.
A Second Order Arnoldi (SOAR) method is used for performing MOR as described
in Chapter 2. In this approach, a transformation matrix Q in RNXn is developed where
n << N . n determines the size of the reduced order system, Σn. The reduced order system
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can then be computed as,
Mz¨(t) +Dz˙ +Kz = bu(t)
y(t) = lT z(t) (5.2)
where,
K = QTKorgQ, D = Q
TDorgQ M = Q
TMorgQ
b = QT borg l = Q
T lorg (5.3)
The K,D,M matrices are now in Rn×n.
5.2.2 Stochastic reduced order model
Next it is assumed that the material and/or the geometric properties of the structure exhibit
uncertainty. This uncertainty leads to randomness in the description of the system matrices.
Let the stochastic reduced order system Σ˜n be represented by,
M˜ ¨˜z(t) + D˜ ˙˜z + K˜z˜ = b˜u(t)
y˜(t) = lT z˜(t) (5.4)
where the superscript ∼ is used to indicate randomness. Thus, it is,
K˜ = Q˜T K˜orgQ˜, D˜ = Q˜
T D˜orgQ˜, M˜ = Q˜
TM˜orgQ˜
l˜ = Q˜T l˜org, b˜ = Q˜
T b˜org
The next step is to represent “randomness” in the original system matrices and the state
vector. This is done by making use of polynomial chaos expansion [30]. For the purpose
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of illustration and brevity, two input variables are assumed to be random and uniformly
distributed. Considering a linear expansion in both of the input random variables, we can
write,
z˜ = z0 + z1ξ1 + z2ξ2 (5.5)
K˜org = K0 +K1ξ1 +K2ξ2, D˜org = D0 +D1ξ1 +D2ξ2
M˜org =M0 +M1ξ1 +M2ξ2, Q˜ = Q0 +Q1ξ1 +Q2ξ2
Note that in the above expansions the coefficients (such asK0,K1) are deterministic matrices,
while 1, ξ1, ξ2 are orthogonal polynomials in the two-dimensional random space [30]. Once
the coefficient matrices have been found, the expansions above can be computed to evaluate
any system matrix corresponding to a particular value of the input random variables. One
way of computing the coefficients is by integrating both sides over two-dimensional random
space and making use of the orthogonal property of the polynomials. For example,
∫∫
K˜orgρ1ρ2dξ1dξ2 =
∫∫
(K0 +K1ξ1 +K2ξ2)ρ1ρ2dξ1dξ2
K0 =
∫∫
K˜orgρ1ρ2dξ1dξ2 (5.6)
Similarly,
Ki =
∫∫
K˜orgξiρ1ρ2dξ1dξ2 (5.7)
where ρ1,ρ2 are probability density functions (pdf) corresponding to the random variables
ξ1,ξ2, respectively. Let I(f) denote the integrals in (5.6) or (5.7), where f = K˜orgρ1(ξ1)ρ2(ξ2)
or f = K˜orgξiρ1(ξ1)ρ2(ξ2). The accuracy of finding these coefficients depends on the accuracy
of integration. The way this integration is done efficiently and accurately is discussed in the
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next subsection.
Once these coefficients are obtained, an augmented reduced order system can be defined.
Using (5.5) and (5.2),
(M0 +M1ξ1 +M2ξ2)(z¨0 + z¨1ξ1 + z¨2ξ2) + (D0 +D1ξ1 +D2ξ2)(z˙0 + z˙1ξ1 + z˙2ξ2) +
(K0 +K1ξ1 +K2ξ2)(z0 + z1ξ1 + z2ξ2) = b0 + b1ξ1 + b2ξ2 (5.8)
Using orthogonality of the polynomials, above equation can be cast in the following matrix
form,

M0 M1/3 M2/3
M1 M0 0
M2 0 M0


z¨0
z¨1
z¨2
+

D0 D1/3 D2/3
D1 D0 0
D2 0 D0


z˙0
z˙1
z˙2

+

K0 K1/3 K2/3
K1 K0 0
K2 0 K0


z0
z1
z2
 =

b0
b1
b2
u(t) (5.9)
The above system may be cast in the following ‘deterministic’ form,
Maugz¨aug +Daugz˙aug +Kaugzaug = baugu(t) (5.10)
The augmented system matricesMaug, Daug, Kaug are 3n×3n. This is a deterministic system
which can be easily used for time and frequency domain analyses. The mean state response
is given by z0 and its standard deviation is given by
√
z21 + z
2
2/
√
3.
5.2.3 Smolyak sparse grid numerical integration
In the above development, the accurate and efficient computation of the coefficient matrices
using integrals of type (5.6) is of significant importance. Let us first look at 1d integration.
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Then I(f) can be written using a summation as,
I(f) =
q∑
j=1
f(uj)wj (5.11)
This integration rule consists of q points or nodes with corresponding weights wj. Many
choices are available for performing this 1d integration. For e.g., polynomial integration rule
based on extrema of Chebyshev polynomials. The locations of the nodes are given by,
uj = −cosπ(j − 1)
q − 1 , j = 1...q. (5.12)
The key issue lies in extending 1d rule to multiple dimensions while preserving accuracy
and efficiency. We adopt the terminology used in [90] for the following discussion. Let us
consider i = 1, .., N dimensions in random space. Let Iqii denote the 1d integration rule in i
direction consisting of qi points. Thus
Iqii [f ] =
qi∑
j=1
f(uji ).w
j
i (5.13)
based on nodal sets
Θ1i = (u
1
i , ..., u
qi
i ) ⊂ Γi (5.14)
There are two choices when extending these 1d formulae to multiple dimensions.
Tensor products
A straightforward approach is to consider the tensor product
IQ[f ] ≡ (Iq1i ⊗ ...⊗ IqNi )[f ] =
q1∑
j1=1
...
qN∑
jN=1
f(uj11 , ..., u
jN
N ).(w
j1
1 ⊗ ...⊗ wjNN )
Clearly, the above product formula needs Q =
∏N
i=1 qi nodal points. If we choose the
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same number of points in each dimension, i.e.,q1 = ... = qN = q, the total number of
points is Q = qN . This number grows rapidly as more number of points are used for better
approximation.
Sparse grids
Sparse grids were used for solving random differential equations by stochastic collocation
approach in high dimensional random spaces [91]. The Smolyak algorithm is a linear com-
bination of product formulas. The linear combination is chosen to preserve an integration
property for N = 1, for N > 1 as much as possible. Only products with a relatively small
number of points are used and the resulting nodal set has significantly less number of nodes
compared to the tensor product rule. Details of the Smolyak algorithm can be found in
[11],[59],[58].
Starting with the one-dimensional integration formula (5.11), the Smolyak algorithm is
given by
IQ(f) ≡ A(J,N) =
∑
J−N+1≤|i|≤J
(−1)J−|i|.
 N − 1
J − |i|
 .(Ii1 ⊗ ...⊗ IiN ) (5.15)
where i = (i1, ..., iN) ∈ NN . To compute A(J,N) we only need to evaluate function on the
“sparse grid”
ΘN ≡ H(J,N) =
⋃
J−N+1≤|i|≤J
(Θ1i1 × ...×Θ1iN ) (5.16)
In this paper, we use the Smolyak formulas based on one-dimensional polynomial integration
at the extrema of the Chebyshev polynomials (eqn. (5.12)). In addition, we define u1i = 0
if qi = 1 and choose q1 = 1 and qi = 2
i−1 + 1 for i > 1. This definition makes the one-
dimensional nodal sets Θ1i nested, so H(J,N) ⊂ H(J + 1, N). Let W PN be the space of
N -variate orthonormal polynomials of total degree at most P . It can be shown that, if we
set J = N + P , then A(N + P,N) is exact for integration of polynomials in a space larger
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than W PN and the total number of nodes for N >> 1 satisfies
Q ≡ dim(A(N + P,N)) ∼ 2
P
P !
NP , P fixed,N >> 1. (5.17)
The dependence on dimension N is much weaker than tensor product rule. Henceforth in
this paper, we will refer k in A(N + k,N) as the level of the sparse grid integration. Fig.
5.1 depicts a comparison of two dimensional grids using Tensor product and Smolyak sparse
grid for level 4. It is clear that the sparse grid has significantly less number of nodes.
5.2.4 Algorithm for stochastic model order reduction
With the pertinent mathematical framework in place the proposed algorithm for stochastic
model order reduction is as follows:
Algorithm 5 Algorithm for Stochastic Model Order Reduction
1: Identify uncertain material and geometric parameters and represent them in terms of
independent random variables ξ = [ξ1, ξ2, ..., ξn]
T .
2: Choose an appropriate order and type of polynomial chaos expansion (eqn.(5.5)).
3: Generate a Smolyak sparse grid ΘN and corresponding weights wN . Each point repre-
sents a combination of values for different input random variables (eqn. (5.16)).
4: For each point on the Smolyak sparse grid, calculate the full-finite element system ma-
trices. Perform deterministic MOR for each system to generate the corresponding trans-
formation matrix (eqns. (5.3) and (5.4)).
5: Using above information, calculate the coefficients in the polynomial expansion (eqn.
(5.6) and eqn. (5.7)).
6: Compute the augmented system using the coefficients (eqn. (5.8)).
7: The augmented system can be used for calculating the mean, standard deviation and
other statistics of the system response.
5.3 Numerical Studies - MEMS Examples
In this section, we look at the two most common RF MEMS switch geometries - cantilever
and fixed-fixed for demonstrating the application of our proposed algorithm for stochastic
MOR.
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Figure 5.1: Grids for two-dimensions using extrema of chebyshev polynomials (a) Tensor
product grid (total number of points 81). (b) Smolyak grid (total number of points 29)
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5.3.1 Cantilever switch
We consider a cantilever beam as depicted in Fig. 5.2. The top electrode is 80 µm long, 0.5
µm thick and 10 µm wide. The initial gap between the beam and the bottom electrode is
0.7 µm. A Youngs modulus of 169 GPa, a mass density of 2231 kg/m and a Poissons ratio
of 0.3 is assumed. No damping is considered. A full-finite element model consisting of 100
elements is constructed using Euler-Bernoulli beam theory. A reduced order model of order
5 is employed. A step voltage of 0.5 V is used. The output response of interest is the peak
displacement, which occurs at the tip of the cantilever beam. A time step of 0.1 s was used
in the transient simulations.
First, we consider random variations in two input parameters - the Young’s modulus E
and the thickness of the beam t, both with uniform distribution. Note that these parameters
affect the stiffness as well as the mass matrices. We consider 10% and 20% variations in
these parameters, and look at their impact on the transient behavior of the switch. For
reference, we use standard Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. Thus we consider 10,000 real-
izations of the input parameters E and t, generate the full-finite element model and the
reduced order model for each sample and then perform the transient simulation using the
reduced order model. Responses for all the samples are collected to generate statistics such
as mean and standard deviation. For our approach (SC), we make use of level 4 Smolyak
algorithm consisting of only 29 grid points in the two dimensional random parameter space
for numerical integration. The results are summarized in Figures 5.3 and 5.4. Figure 5.3(a)
and 5.4(a) show a comparison of the mean displacement obtained using Monte Carlo and
our approach. Shown in Figures 5.3(b) and 5.4(b) is a plot of mean displacement with error
bars corresponding to one standard devation. Very good agreement is observed. A numer-
ical comparison is given in Table 5.1. It shows results for mean and standard deviation of
displacement at the last time step. It is clear that there is a good match between results
obtained using MC and our approach.
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Figure 5.2: Cantilever Switch
Next, we introduce uncertainty in one more input parameter - the gap between the top
and bottom electrode. The random parameter space is now three-dimensional. We use 10000
points for Monte Carlo, while 69 points using level 4 Smolyak Algorithm for our approach.
The Sparse grid, depicted in Fig. 5.5(b) has considerably fewer points than the Tensor
product grid (Fig. 5.5(a)). The results of mean displacement and standard deviation are
plotted in Figure 5.6. Again very good agreement is observed.
Table 5.1: Cantilever switch (Maximum displacement (m)): Statistical change in Young’s
modulus ‘E’ and thickness ‘t’
%change Monte Carlo Proposed method
mean std. dev mean std. dev
10% -1.32e-8 3.07e-9 -1.35e-8 2.88e-9
20% -1.44e-8 5.62e-9 -1.43e-8 5.79e-9
5.3.2 Fixed-fixed RF switch
Next we look at a fixed-fixed beam geometry commonly found in MEMS switches and
resonators. We will consider two cases - time domain analysis with damping and frequency
domain analysis of a resonator.
Time Domain - Damping
The top electrode is 80 µm long, 0.5 µm thick and 10 µm wide. The initial gap between
the beam and the bottom electrode is 0.7 µm. A Youngs modulus of 169 GPa, a mass
density of 2231 kg/m and a Poissons ratio of 0.3 is assumed. A full-finite element model
consisting of 100 elements is constructed using Euler-Bernoulli beam theory. Damping is
introduced through Rayliegh Damping and it is assumed that D = αM + βK, where α = 0
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Figure 5.3: 20% change in E and t: Maximum displacement (a) Mean. (b) Standard devia-
tion
and β = 1e− 08. A reduced order model of order 5 is employed. A step voltage of 0.5 V is
used. The output response of interest is the peak displacement, which occurs at the center
of the beam.
We consider random variations in two input parameters - the Young’s modulus E (10%
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Figure 5.4: 10% change in E and t: Maximum displacement (a) Mean. (b) Standard devia-
tion
variation) and the thickness of the beam (5 % variation), both with uniform distribution.
The results are summarized in Figure 5.8 and they show good accuracy of our approach.
Frequency Domain - Resonator
For the resonator, we again consider a fixed-fixed geometry but with the following parameter
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Figure 5.5: Grids for three-dimensions using extrema of chebyshev polynomials (a) Tensor
product grid (total number of points 693). (b) Smolyak grid (total number of points 69)
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Figure 5.6: Maximum displacement (a) Mean. (b) Standard deviation
values - Youngs modulus of 80 GPa, a mass density of 2231 kg/m and a Poissons ratio of
0.3, top electrode of length 200 µm, thickness 2 µm and gap 2 µm. The output quantity of
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Figure 5.7: Fixed-fixed Beam
interest is resonant frequency. A frequency domain representation of Eqn (5.2) is given by,
M(s2z) +D(sz) +Kz = bu(s)
y(s) = lT z = lT (s2M + sD +K)−1b (5.18)
where s = jω is the complex frequency. The transfer function H(ω) of the system response
is given by,
H(ω) = lT (−ω2M + (jω)D +K)−1b (5.19)
Using a plot of H(ω) for this resonator (Fig. 5.9) one can determine the resonant frequency.
It is found to be 154.8 kHz. We next consider the influence of uncertain input parameters
on this resonant frequency. We choose E and t because they have the most impact on the
stiffness which in turn affects the resonant frequency. Shown in Table 5.2 are the results for
mean and standard deviation of resonant frequency obtained using MC and our approach.
Our results show very good accuracy.
Table 5.2: Fixed-fixed beam (Resonance Frequency (kHz)): Statistical change in Young’s
modulus ‘E’ and thickness ‘t’
%change in E and t Monte Carlo Proposed method
mean std. dev mean std. dev
10% 154.55 10.03 154.11 9.45
20% 152.63 19.04 153.78 19.88
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Figure 5.8: Fixed-fixed beam: Maximum displacement (a) Mean. (b) Standard deviation
5.4 Numerical Studies - Electromagnetics Examples
In this section, we look at application of our algorithm for performing stochastic MOR to
problems in computational electromagnetics. The details of deterministic MOR algorithm
can be found in [100]. For our purposes, it is assumed that a finite element model is available
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Figure 5.9: Frequency Response of a fixed-fixed beam resonator
for the electromagnetic boundary value problem of interest. More specifically, the method-
ology described in [100] is followed for the development of the finite element approximation
of the vector Helmholtz equation for the electric field using edge elements. It is assumed
that the device under modeling has Np ports. Hence, the Laplace-domain representation
of the finite element model of the Np-port system is described by the following system of
equations [100]
(Yorg + sZorg + s
2Peorg)x = sBorgI
V = LHorgx (5.20)
where N is the number of degrees of freedom in the finite element approximation, the
vector x contains the coefficients in the approximation of the electric field, the matrices
Yorg, Zorg, P eorg are in R
NXN , the matrices Borg, Lorg are in C
NXNp, the vectors I, y are in
CNpX1, and s is the complex frequency. The subscript org indicates the full-order finite ele-
ment model that is to be reduced. The vector I indicates unit excitation at each port. The
matrix Borg is used to map the unit excitation at each port onto the appropriate state-space
variables. Similarly, the matrix Lorg is used to sample the calculated electric field to generate
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the desirable output quantity. Under the assumption of perfect electric conductors and ma-
terials of constant permittivity and permeability, these matrices are frequency independent.
The generalized multi-port impedance matrix (GIM) is given by,
ZGorg(s) = sL
H
org(Yorg + sZorg + s
2Peorg)
−1Borg (5.21)
Calculation of the GIM at a given frequency requires the inversion of the FEM matrix that
is typically of dimension in the order of hundreds of thousands; hence the interest in the
development of a reduced order model to expedite the numerical solution. A Krylov based
algorithm is used for performing MOR [100]. The form of this equation is similar to one
we have considered for MEMS examples. In the following sections, we will look at some
examples from computational electromagnetics.
5.4.1 Coaxial cable
A structure for which an analytic solution is available, namely, a terminated uniform coaxial
cable of circular cross section, is used to demonstrate the attributes of the proposed algo-
rithm. The length of the cable is 1 m, and its two coaxial electrodes are assumed to be
perfectly conducting. The radius of the inner electrode is 5 mm. The inner radius of the
outer electrode is 10 mm. The cable is terminated at its far end by a resistor.
A full finite element model is developed for the coaxial cable. The finite element system
is of dimension 36840. A reduced order model of order 20 is used. Two random inputs are
assumed, namely, the relative permittivity of the insulating material in the cable, modeled
as a uniform random variable in the interval [3.6− 4.4], and the load resistance, modeled as
a uniform random variable in the interval [25−35] Ohm. 10201 Monte Carlo simulations are
performed to generate the reference solution. For the proposed method, a level 4 Smolyak
algorithm is used that involves 29 points in the two-dimensional grid. Hence, only 29 de-
terministic problem solutions are needed, instead of the 10201 used for the standard Monte
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Figure 5.10: Real part of the input impedance of a coaxial cable (a) Mean. (b) Standard
deviation
Carlo. Shown in Fig. 5.10 is a comparison between the two approaches for the real part of
the input impedance of the terminated coaxial cable. Very good agreement is observed.
It is often the case in practice to perform “corner simulation” to assess the impact of
variability of input parameters. To contrast this approach with that of a stochastic modeling,
results for the input impedance obtained using extreme values of the two variable input
parameters are generated. More specifically, three coordinates are considered - minimum(ǫ =
3.6, ZL = 25), mean(ǫ = 4.0, ZL = 30) and maximum (ǫ = 4.4, ZL = 35). The calculated
frequency dependence of the input impedance for these three coordinates are compared in
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rameters with those obtained using stochastic MOR
Fig. 5.11 with the mean response obtained using the proposed algorithm along with the
error bars at one standard deviation. This comparison clearly shows that the statistics of
the response generated by the proposed stochastic MOR approach provides a more tighter
estimate of the system response and, thus, enables less conservative designs. It is also
worth noting that there is a discrepancy between the response obtained from using mean
parameter values from the calculated mean response, a result that is expected for the case
where multiple random variables are involved.
5.4.2 Loop antenna
Let us consider next the case of a thin circular loop antenna in air. The radius of the circular
loop antenna is 1 m. The computational domain is a 5 m× 5 m× 5 m rectangular box, where
the first-order absorbing boundary condition is imposed on all six walls. Further details of
Finite element model development can be found in [86]. We are interested in calculating the
input impedance of the loop antenna versus frequency. A reduced-order model of order 30
is used.
For the purposes of this study, we consider randomness in two inputs - wire radius and
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loop radius. Wire radius is modeled as a Gaussian random variable with mean 0.05 and
standard deviation 0.01. Loop radius is modeled as a Gaussian random variable with mean
1 and standard deviation 0.03. 9801 Monte Carlo simulations are performed to generate the
reference solution. For our method, we use level 4 in Smolyak algorithm, that gives 29 points
in the two-dimensional grid. Shown in Fig. 5.12 is a comparison of the real and imaginary
parts of the mean input impedance between our approach and standard Monte Carlo. Very
good accuracy is obtained.
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Figure 5.12: Mean Input impedance of a Loop Antenna (a) Real part. (b) Imaginary part
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Chapter 6
Modeling of Dielectric Charging
6.1 Introduction
The accumulation of electric charge in the insulating dielectric layer between the two elec-
trodes of a capacitive RF MEMS switch is recognized as one of the most important switch
performance degradation mechanism. The resulting dielectric charging can cause the switch
to either remain stuck after removal of the actuation voltage or to fail to actuate under
the application of pull-in voltage. Because of its importance, the mechanism of dielectric
charging has been the topic of significant research investigation. The following serves as a
selective review of the most recent literature, which is by no means exhaustive. A more ex-
tensive overview is provided by the comprehensive list of references that are included in the
works noted below. First experimental characterization of dielectric charging within capac-
itive RF MEMS switches was demonstrated in [33]. It was qualitatively shown that switch
lifetime depends exponentially on the applied voltage. This was attributed to Frenkel-Poole
conduction [73] which depends exponentially on voltage. In [96] it was reported that dielec-
tric charging was caused by charge injection. Charging and discharging current transients
were measured to build a simple charging model in [97]. It was reported that steady state
charge densities increase exponentially with voltage. In both these studies, the dielectric
under consideration was SiO2. The charge/discharge model was built from measurements of
a metal-insulator-metal structure, and was demonstrated to have good predictive ability.
In [54], a new parameter, called the Shift Rate of Actuation Voltage (SRAV), was intro-
duced to investigate kinetic of dielectric charging in Silicon Nitride. It was demonstrated
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that this lifetime parameter is a function of applied voltage normalized by the contact qual-
ity between the bridge and the dielectric. It was also demonstrated that the phenomenon
was related to Frenkel-Poole conduction. In order to provide for taking into account contact
quality, a modified electric field stress was proposed. However, charge density accumulation
was dealt with as a certain percentage of the conduction current through the dielectric, with
no reference to its behavior/evolution over time. Moreover, a discharging model was not in-
corporated. Thus, theoretically, the model proposed in this study could result in continuous
increase of the charge density in the dielectric.
In addition to the aforementioned modeling and characterization efforts, the following
attempts at modeling dielectric charging should be noted. A simple analytical model was
proposed in [83] with experimentally fitted parameters to characterize dielectric charging
and its influence on shift of actuation voltage. A stretched exponential relaxation was used
to describe the process of dielectric charging in [61].
More recently, a model was put forward in [63] to take into account charge accumulation
at both the top and the bottom metal-insulator interfaces. In the same work, the potential
impact of surface chemistry on dielectric charging was acknowledged. The results reported in
[63] suggested the need for continuing investigation into the understanding and quantification
of the governing physics of dielectric charging in RFMEMS capacitive switches. For example,
impact of surface roughness and material inhomogeneity in the thin-film dielectric are two
of the factors that one expects that influence dielectric charging. Process induced variations
and the scale of these devices make these factors all the more important.
A SPICE circuit model was proposed in [98] to provide for efficient numerical simulation
of dielectric charging. One useful application of such a model is in the investigation of
complex bipolar control voltage waveforms for reducing the effect of dielectric charging [62].
On-going efforts in the pursuit of the quantitative understanding of dielectric charging
and its dependence on material properties, operating conditions, and device geometry are
complemented by research in the advancement of the sophistication of computer models
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for dielectric charging. In addition to representing accurately the governing physics, these
models must be compact enough to enable computer-aided device optimization. This in
turn, requires the seamless interfacing of such a model with system level simulators for
MEMS devices, in order to couple the effect of dielectric charging with electro-mechanical
performance of the switch. In this spirit, we proposed a one dimensional model in [81],[80]
to facilitate a macroscopic description of dielectric charging that allowed for incorporation
of several physical factors known to impact dielectric charging. Specifically,
• It utilizes experimentally-obtained data to assign specific values to the parameters used
in the governing equations for the model;
• It enables the calculation of temporal evolution of charge under any complex waveform;
• It enables accurate and efficient simulation for lifetime assessment;
• It lends itself to convenient insertion into existing MEMS system-level, com-puter aided
analysis tools, thus providing for predictive analysis of the impact of dielectric charging
during switch operation.
We begin with the discussion of the use of an electro-quasi-static model for the physics
involved in the dielectric charging during the operation of the RF MEMS capacitive switch.
Next, we show how switch physical attributes as well as data obtained from experiment are
combined and used to decide the values of the parameters in the electro-quasi-static model.
Once these values have been obtained, the use of the model for the quantitative investigation
of charge accumulation for different stress voltages and waveforms is demonstrated. This is
followed by the development of a SPICE equivalent circuit description of the proposed model.
We discuss ways to speed up simulation by a few orders of magnitude. We next report on
coupling this dielectric charging model with a system level simulator like ARCHITECT from
CoventorWARE. Finally, we demonstrate a general two dimensional framework to which our
proposed 1D model can be generalized.
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6.2 Macroscopic Model of Dielectric Charging
VSUBSTRATE
AIR
DIELECTRIC
TOP ELECTRODE(Al MEMBRANE)
BOTTOM ELECTRODE
(a) Schematic
TOP ELECTRODE
AIR
BOTTOM ELECTRODE
DIELECTRIC
(b) 1D Model
Figure 6.1: RF-MEMS Capacitive Switch
A generic illustration of the cross-sectional geometry of a typical RF MEMS capacitive
switch can be found in Fig. 6.1 [63]. Illustrated in Fig. 6.2 is the one-dimensional (1D) com-
pact model used for system level modeling of such MEMS switches. It highlights the kind
of model that will be needed for dielectric charging. This model represents an ideal switch.
However, processing conditions result in inhomogeneities and imperfections in both the elec-
trodes and the insulating dielectric. For example, due to surface roughness the interface
between the metal and the dielectric is not perfectly planar (Fig. 6.3(a)). Macroscopically,
this can be viewed as a spatial variation in the electrical properties of the dielectric, namely,
its electric permittivity and its conductivity. As is well known, surfaces of discontinuity of
the material electrical parameters become regions of accumulation of charge. In a similar
manner, defects within the volume of the dielectric material itself and, more generally, the
presence of variations in its macroscopic electric properties, lead to accumulation of charge
throughout the bulk of the dielectric (Fig. 6.3(a)). For modeling simplicity and in the con-
text of 1D modeling, we will use a single sheet of charge, located at a certain distance ‘b’
from the bottom electrode (Fig. 6.3(b)), to account for this bulk charge in the model. Based
on the discussion above, for charge to accumulate at this plane the electrical properties of
the dielectric must exhibit a discontinuity across the plane (Fig. 6.3(b)). The physics of
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Figure 6.2: 1D Model: OFF and ON
states of an ideal capacitive switch
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Figure 6.5: OFF and ON states : defini-
tion of model parameters
charge accumulation can then be quantified through the mathematical analysis of the re-
sulting two-layer Maxwell capacitor configuration [81]. Let V(t) be the impressed voltage
between the two electrodes (Fig. 6.4). The one-dimensional nature of the proposed model
and its piecewise homogeneous material properties imply that the electric field is uniform in
each layer. Let ρab represent the surface charge density at the interface. It is, then,
ρab = ǫaEa − ǫbEb (6.1)
where ǫi,i = a, b, are the electric permittivities of the two layers. Application of charge
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conservation at the dielectric interfaces yields
(σaEa − σbEb) + (∂ǫaEa − ǫbEb)
∂t
= 0 (6.2)
where σi,i = a, b are the conductivities of the two layers. Finally, the equation
aEa + bEb = V (t) (6.3)
closes the system for the determination of the temporal evolution of Ea(t),Eb(t). More
specifically, given V (t) the system of (6.1)-(6.3) can be solved for the calculation of the
electric fields in the three layers, which, in turn, through (6.1),(6.2), can be used to obtain
the temporal variation of the charge accumulation. The above equations can be simplified
to arrive at a charging equation of the form,
∂ρab
∂t
+Bρab = A (6.4)
where A and B are given by,
A =
σbǫa − σaǫb
bǫa + aǫb
(6.5)
B =
bσa + aσb
bǫa + aǫb
Finally, using well-known results, the shift in actuation voltage due to charge accumulation
is given by,
∆V =
bρab
ǫb
(6.6)
6.2.1 Definition of model parameters
Next, we describe the process we adopt for defining the model parameters. For the purpose
of illustration, we consider the switch used in [62]. This process can be repeated for any
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switch where such data is available. For definition of model parameters, we rely on both the
switch physical attributes and data obtained from the experimental characterization of the
dielectric. We consider two distinct states of the switch, ON (or CHARGING, or DOWN)
state, and OFF (or DISCHARGING, or UP) state. The two layers ′a′ and ′b′ are shown in
these two states (Fig. 6.5). For layer ′b′, we take its thickness to be the thickness of the
dielectric, and its permittivity to be the permittivity of silicon dioxide which is 5.5. For
layer ′a′, in the UP state, thickness is the same as the air gap while permittivity is taken
to be the permittivity of air. Its conductivity is taken to be zero. In the DOWN state, its
permittivity is taken to be
ǫa =
3ǫb
ǫb + 2
ǫ0 (6.7)
This expression is motivated by the well-known effect of the induced polarization in a dielec-
tric sphere in the presence of an external electric field [40]. In this case, it is the hemispherical
asperities representing the roughness at the metal/insulator interface that are taken into ac-
count in a macroscopic manner through the assignment in eqn. (6.7) for the permittivity of
layer ′a′. Its thickness is taken to be 0.05 µm, a value dictated by information about the
roughness of metal/insulator interface. The only parameters that now remain to be defined
are the conductivities of layer ′b′ in the two states. For this we make use of data obtained
from experimental characterization of the dielectric. More specifically, useful experimental
inputs for the definition of these parameters include transient current measurements, tran-
sient capacitance measurements, and measured actuation voltage shifts. For the purposes
of this paper, we will make use of measured data of dielectric charge density accumulation,
Q(t), obtained from transient current measurements [62]. A plot of Q(t) for different volt-
ages reported in [62] is shown in Fig. 6.6 (blue line with ‘o’). It is important to note that
measured actuation shifts in voltage can also be used as they can be readily transformed into
this graph through eqn. (6.6). The following strategy is used for obtaining the conductivities
of the two layers.
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• Pick a curve for the accumulated charge density Q(t) for a particular voltage.
• Calculate model parameters A and B (eqn. (6.4)) through a non-linear least squares
algorithm like Levenberg-Marquardt [42]. A and B, in turn, yield the conductivities
through eqn. (6.5) as all other model parameters are already defined.
• Note that A is related to the steady state value while B is related to the time con-
stant of the charge density accumulation. It has been experimentally observed that
time constant does not vary with the applied voltage [97].
• Once B is found for one voltage, for other voltages only A needs to be determined.
Thus, only steady-state values of charge/actuation voltage shift are needed for deter-
mining A.
The above methodology was used to define the conductivities in the proposed model using the
data in [62]. The model was then used to calculate charge accumulation and was compared
to the experimentally obtained results. Fig. 6.6(a) depicts the comparison. Very good
agreement is observed. For the simulated curves in Fig. 6.6, the values of A for 40 V,
35 V and 30 V obtained through the above mentioned process were 2.627e-5, 1.624e-5 and
1.005e-5 (A/m2) respectively and the value of B was 0.026 s−1. Plotted in Fig. 6.7 is
the conductivity of layer ‘b’, illustrating its non-linear dependence on the voltage. With all
parameters defined, the model lends itself to the calculation of dielectric charge accumulation
for any control voltage waveform. This is the topic of the next section.
6.2.2 Simulation under different waveforms
Bipolar control voltage waveforms have been proposed as a means to limit dielectric charg-
ing [62]. The proposed model provides for a computationally efficient way for evaluating
dielectric charging under different control voltage waveforms and its impact on actuation
voltage. Following [62], the change in actuation voltage versus time was computed using our
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of model prediction with experimentally obtained charge density
model for three waveforms. The attributes of the three control waveforms, Wi, i=1,2,3, are
summarized in Table 6.1. Each column entry represents the value of the voltage applied for
that % of the time period T. The predictions from our model (solid lines in the graph) are
in excellent agreement with the experimental values reported in [62] (Fig. 6.8). Waveform
3 is seen to minimize the effect of dielectric charging.
Table 6.1: Bipolar control voltage waveforms
t%T 10 30 40 20
W1 35 0 -35 0
W2 30 0 -30 0
W3 35 0 -30 0
6.2.3 SPICE equivalent circuit model
The proposed model can be cast in the form of a SPICE circuit consisting of a capacitor, a
variable resistor and a voltage controlled current source. The capacitance value is taken to
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be
C0 =
ǫb
b
(6.8)
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Figure 6.9: SPICE equivalent circuit
so that the voltage at node 1 directly measures the shift in pull in voltage. The value of
the resistor is taken to be BC0. It has two discrete values depending on if it is ON or OFF.
Note that B is independent of the value of the voltage. This greatly simplifies the analysis.
The voltage controlled current source is given by,
V CCS =
σbǫa − σaǫb
bǫa + aǫb
V (2) (6.9)
This model is very efficient to simulate using a nonlinear, SPICE-like, circuit simulator.
For example, the simulation for the prediction of dielectric charge accumulation after four
million cycles requires 600 s of computation time on a PC with 1 GB RAM and 1.76 GHz
Intel Pentium M processor.
6.2.4 Simulation speed up
In this section, we explore a closed form equation, possibly recursive or multiplicative, for
computation of charge under the application of any arbitrary waveform. This is done to
further speed up the calculation of charge accumulation.
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Revisiting the governing equation (6.4) of dielectric charging in Maxwell capacitor model,
dq
dt
+Bq = A (6.10)
dq
A−Bq = dt (6.11)
− 1
B
log(A−Bq) = t+ C (6.12)
At t = 0, q = q0 (6.13)
A is related to steady state charge density, while B is related to the time constant. A and
B are functions of voltage. This leads to an expression for q(t) at any time t given as,
q(t) =
1
B
[A− (A−Bq0)e−Bt] (6.14)
Simple charging-discharging cycle
Let tON and tOFF represent ON (charging) and OFF (discharging) times in a cycle of total
time period T . Let A1 and B1 represent parameters during charging while A2 = 0 and B2
represent parameters for discharging cycle. Then we can easily write down an expression for
q(T ) as,
q(T ) =
1
B1
[A1 − (A1 −B1q0)e−B1tON ]e−B2tOFF (6.15)
For an expression for charge after m cycles, we can write the following recursive relationship,
q(mT ) =
1
B1
[A1 − (A1 −B1q((m− 1)T )e−B1tON ]e−B2tOFF (6.16)
Arbitrary waveform
The above approach can be easily extended to any arbitrary waveform. All we need is a
description of the waveform for a given time period T . Suppose we define the waveform to be
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composed of different levels of voltage for different fractions of the time period. Let l denote
the number of different levels, and let Ai and Bi denote the corresponding parameters A
and B for a given level i. Let fi denote the fraction of the time period at level i and ti the
time at given level i. Let ql denote the charge accumulated at the end of level l. First step
lies in calculating q(T ) that is charge at the end of one time period. It can be expressed
recursively as follows:
At t = 0, q = q0 (6.17)
q(T ) = ql (6.18)
tl = fl ∗ T (6.19)
ql =
1
Bl
[Al − (Al −Blql−1)e−Bltl ] (6.20)
Once q(T ) is obtained, q(mT ) for any integer m can be obtained recursively in an analogous
manner. A couple of different cases are considered for demonstration of the proposed method.
The values of A and B are taken from the dielectric charging model. They are as follows:
We report values of actuation voltage shift (∆V ) which is proportional to the charge density,
Table 6.2: Values of A and B for simulation
V A B
30 1.005e-5 0.0260
-30 -9.318e-6 0.0260
0 0 0.0098
∆V =
b
ǫb
ρ (6.21)
Example 1: A square, bipolar waveform
A C++ implementation of the algorithm presented here results in ∆V = 0.02510V after
t = 100s as against ∆V = 0.02541V obtained from an ODE solver in MATLAB.
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Table 6.3: Description of the waveform (1Hz)
(t/T)% Voltage(V)
50 +30
50 -30
Example 2: An arbitrary waveform
Table 6.4: Description of the waveform
(t/T)% Voltage(V)
10 +30
40 0
30 -30
20 0
A C++ implementation of the algorithm presented here results in ∆V = 0.2123V after
t = 100s as against ∆V = 0.2124V obtained from an ODE solver in MATLAB. Shown in
Figure 1 is a comparison of the time evolution of charge density obtained using the two
solvers. Note that our C++ solver computes only at integer functions of T and is therefore
coarse.
Simulation speed
The C++ solver based method for computing charge density is very fast with 1 million cycles
simulated in about 6 secs on a Intel Core 2 Duo, 3 GB RAM laptop PC. Typically, in an
experiment, the switch is cycled at about 10 kHz, which means it would take about 100s to
perform 1 million cycles experimentally.
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6.3 Dielectric Charging Model coupled with Compact
Switch Model
6.3.1 Dielectric charging in ARCHITECT
The model developed so far computes the quantity of charge accumulation in the dielectric
under any arbitrary waveform. The next step would be to couple the dielectric charging
model with an electro-mechanical model of the switch. This would allow for investigating
the effect of charging on the electro-mechanical behavior of the switch. One of the benefits
of this capability would be to simulate dielectric charging process in switches and perform
accelerated tests for lifetime prediction. CoventorWARE’s ARCHITECT [88] is one of the
leading system level simulators for MEMS. Shown in Fig. 6.11 is a schematic of a simply
supported RF MEMS switch (Fig. 6.1) in ARCHITECT. It shows three components - the
left most and the right most beam components model the mechanical beam behavior of the
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top electrode while the middle beam electrode component also models the electrostatic force
of attraction between the top and bottom electrodes, contact etc.
We have seen in Chapter 2 that the electrostatic pressure acting on the top electrode is
given as,
Fe =
1
2
ǫaE
2
a (6.22)
Considering equations (6.1) and (6.3)
Ea =
ǫb
bǫa + aǫb
(V + b
ρ
ǫb
) (6.23)
Above equation shows that an accumulated charge ‘ρ’ in the dielectric impacts the electro-
static pressure acting on the top electrode. It can be interpreted as a voltage source that
modifies the input voltage applied to the top electrode.
We use this concept for coupling dielectric charging model with the electro-mechanical
model of the switch through coupling the input voltage source applied to the top electrode
and a voltage due to dielectric charging model. We have developed a new component called
‘Maxwell Capacitor’ that computes charge accumulation as described in previous sections.
This component is programmed using SABER MAST language and it is added to ARCHI-
TECT parts gallery. Its ouput is voltage b ρ
ǫb
and input is the applied voltage waveform.
This component is added to the system model of the switch in ARCHITECT as shown in
Fig. 6.12.
6.3.2 Demonstration of switch failure in ARCHITECT
In this section, we describe using a hypothetical example how the dielectric charging model
in ARCHITECT can be used to demonstrate switch failure. For the purpose of this study,
we use the dielectric charging parameters extracted earlier. We consider a switch with a
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Figure 6.11: Switch in ARCHITECT
Figure 6.12: Switch with maxwell capacitor model in ARCHITECT
CV characteristic of the switch is shown in Fig. 6.13. It has a pull-in voltage of 16 V and
a pull out of 0.5 V. In order to accelerate switch failure, the parameter values related to
steady state charge density, viz. A are tweaked while the parameter values related to time
constant viz. B are unchanged. A square wave of voltage 20 V at 1 Hz is applied. Fig.
6.14 summarizes the results of time domain simulations. The top most plot depicts the net
input voltage applied to the top electrode. It is clear that as time progresses, charge starts
building up in the dielectric and this changes the net voltage applied to the top electrode
(according to eqn. (6.6)). The center plot shows the shift in pull-out voltage over time and
reflects this charge accumulation. The bottom most plot shows the mechanical behavior of
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the switch. At about 55 s, the shift in pull out voltage is about 0.5 V. The pull-out voltage
of the switch itself being 0.5 V, this means that the switch remains stuck even after voltage
has been brought down to 0V. This is clear from the displacement plot as it shows that the
displacement of the top electrode does not change. This phenomenon is known as ‘stiction’
and it demonstrates switch failure due to dielectric charging. Shown in Fig. 6.15 is a 3D
image of switch failure.
Figure 6.13: CV characteristic of hypothetical switch under study
6.4 Distributed Dielectric Charging
Capacitance-Voltage (CV)characteristics are commonly used for characterizing the electro-
mechanical behavior of MEMS switches. CV characteristics are measured before and after
operating the switch after a specific number of cycles to understand the impact of dielectric
charging. It has been experimentally observed [96],[18] that the shift of the CV charac-
terisitic is non-uniform suggesting thereby that charge accumulation in the dielectric is not
uniform. This has been attributed to the non-uniform electric field distribution in the dielec-
tric contributed by the non-uniform shape of the top electrode when it contacts the bottom
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Figure 6.14: Failure of a switch in ARCHITECT
Figure 6.15: Image of Switch Failure in ARCHITECT
dielectric, surface roughness, switch design etc. There has been some work in which authors
try to develop two-dimensional analytical models [67] to explain some of these phenomena.
However, these analytical models are developed by assuming canonical geometries or shapes
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of the dielectric which are not practical or realistic.
Our model, being a differential equation-based model with coefficient dependent on elec-
tric field intensity, can be used in conjunction with a two-dimensional solver (such as the one
developed in Chapter 3) to predict spatial dependence of dielectric charging built-up inside
a switch and thus explore the impact of such spatial dependence on switch performance.
We address this problem in two parts:
Part I : Once the top electrode is in contact with the bottom electrode (DOWN state),
evaluate the evolution of charge in the dielectric spatially and temporally
Part II : Determine the CV characteristic of a switch with and without charge
Figure 6.16: Two-dimensional FEM model
Consider the one-dimensional maxwell capacitor model inserted in a two-dimensional
FEM framework of a switch as depicted in Fig. 6.16. The dielectric consists of two homo-
geneous dielectric layers ‘a’ and ‘b’. We divide this dielectric in 100 (arbitrary) segments
along ‘x’ direction. Consider then the following set of governing equations for this Maxwell
Capacitor in 2D:
Set I
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∇.(ǫ(x)∇φ(x, t)) = 0 (6.24)
ǫaEa(x, t)− ǫbEb(x, t) = ρab(x, t) (6.25)
E(x, t) = −∇φ(x, t) (6.26)
Set II
σaEa(x, t)− σbEb(x, t) + ∂ρab
∂t
= 0 (6.27)
∆ρab(x, t) = −(σaEa(x, t)− σbEb(x, t))∆t (6.28)
ρab(x, t) = ρab(x, t) + ∆ρab(x, t) (6.29)
Set I describes a Laplace problem in the presence of an interface dielectric charge at a certain
instant of time. Set II describes time-evolution of charge based on solution in Set I. We use
the following algorithm to compute evolution of charge density once the electrode is in the
‘DOWN’ state. In order to illustrate the usefulness of this framework, we considered a
Algorithm 6 Algorithm for distributed dielectric charging
1: Initial charge (at t = 0) ρab(x) = 0 at the interface.
2: repeat
3: (Set I) Perform electrostatic analysis [eqn.(6.24)-(6.26)], and calculate Ea(x, t),Eb(x, t).
4: (Set II) Update the charge density ρab(x, t) using eqn.(6.27)-(6.29).
5: Go back to step 3.
6: until the required time
particular displacement of the top electrode making contact with the bottom electrode as
depicted in Fig. 6.17 a. Because of the curved shape of the electrode in this displacement,
the electric field distribution in the dielectric layers ’a’ and ’b’ is non-uniform as shown in
Fig. 6.17 b. Using Algorithm 6, we obtain the corresponding charge distribution as shown
in Fig. 6.17 c. Thus, the non-uniform displacement of the top electrode contributes towards
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a non uniform distribution of charge. The charge is maximum at the center and decreases
towards the edges of the dielectric. This is consistent with the observations in literature.
Next we consider a pre-defined non-uniform distribution of charge as shown in Fig. 6.18 a.
We plot the CV characteristics for this switch before and after this charge distribution is
introduced in the dielectric. It is clear from Fig. 6.18 b, that the shift of the negative side
curve towards the left is greater than the shift of the positive side CV curve to the right.
So on the negative side, the CV curve crosses zero voltage. What this means is that even
after reducing the voltage to zero, the switch fails to release or remains stuck. This is the
phenomenon of irreversible stiction. These results are consistent with the observations made
in literature.
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(a) Displacement of the top electrode
(b) Distribution of Electric field in the two dielectric layers
(c) Resulting charge distribution at the interface
Figure 6.17: Impact of electrode displacement on charge accumulation in the dielectric
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Figure 6.18: Effect of distributed charge on the CV characteristics
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
In this dissertation, we have worked on theoretical and computational methods for modeling
of RF MEMS switches with a view to address the following challenges - uncertainty in input
material and geometric parameters and device failure due to dielectric charging. We have
come up with novel models and algorithms that allow for computationally efficient device
design iteration and optimization under uncertainty and performance degradation assess-
ment under dielectric charging. In the following, we will summarize the main contributions
of this work.
We have proposed two alternative approaches for expediting the coupled electro-mechanical
two-dimensional finite element modeling of electrostatically-actuated MEMS devices. The
enhanced efficiency is achieved by eliminating the mesh updating, stiffness matrix calcula-
tion, and stiffness matrix factorization, associated with the FEM solution of the electrostatic
problem at each step of a relaxation-based algorithm, which is assumed to be used for the
electro-mechanical simulation. The way this is accomplished in the two approaches is as
follows:
• Modified BVP In this approach, an auxiliary electrostatic BVP is introduced on a
fixed geometry, namely, the geometry of the MEMS structure in the absence of actu-
ation. In this auxiliary problem the movable electrodes are replaced by mathematical
surfaces on which position-dependent voltages are assigned. These position-dependent
boundary conditions are dependent on the electrode deformation, calculated through
the solution of the mechanical problem, and are such that the solution of the auxiliary
problem for the electrostatic pressure on the movable electrode matches accurately the
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one obtained from the solution for the electrostatic potential in the deformed geometry
during actuation.
• Conformal Mapping In this approach, we define a conformal map from the deformed
to the undeformed geometry. The ‘conformal map’ is obtained through the solution of
the same Laplace equation on the undeformed geometry. The boundary conditions for
which are obtained from the displacement of the movable electrode.
The proposed approaches were verified through their application to the modeling of
several classes of MEMS geometries, namely, a cantilever series switch, a simply-supported
RF MEMS capacitive switch, a torsion micro mirror and a comb drive. The dimensions and
material properties used for the verification studies were representative of practical MEMS
devices. Through comparisons with reference solutions it was shown that the proposed
approaches were very accurate for the classes of the electrostatically-actuated MEMS devices
considered. This was achieved at an estimated one order-of-magnitude reduction in the
computational cost compared to a standard FEM-based electro-mechanical modeling. A key
thing to emphasize is the fact that both the algorithms can be easily implemented within
existing CAD frameworks of tools such as ANSYS.
We have generalized the Modified BVP approach for its application to the problem of
stochastic electrostatic analysis in MEMS devices in the presence of uncertainty. The differ-
ent random realizations of geometry are considered as deformed geometries. The electrostatic
problem on each of these random samples is then obtained using the ‘mapping’ and the fi-
nite element simulation on the mean geometry. Statistics such as the mean and standard
deviation of the desired system response such as capacitance and vertical force are efficiently
computed. This approach has been shown to be orders of magnitude faster than standard
Monte Carlo approaches.
Next, a method has been proposed for model order reduction in the presence of uncer-
tainty in the input parameters. The method makes use of orthogonal polynomial expansions
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in terms of the random input variables for the matrices of a finite element model of the
system and the transformation matrix used for its reduction. A Smolyak algorithm is used
for the efficient computation of the expansion coefficients. The stochastic MOR system is
cast in the form of an augmented deterministic MOR model. The augmented system is
then used for expedient analysis of the impact of the input parameter uncertainty on the
system response. We have demonstrated this methodology for MEMS switch geometries as
well as some problems in electromagnetics. Compared to standard Monte Carlo, the pro-
posed method is much more efficient without sacrificing accuracy. Furthermore, the method
is independent of the MOR algorithm used. Thus, it is seamlessly compatible with MOR
toolkits used in popular finite element solvers.
To conclude, we have presented a one-dimensional compact model for the macroscopic,
quantitative description of the process of dielectric charging in RFMEMS capacitive switches.
The proposed model relies on experimentally-obtained data for the definition of its parame-
ters, thus allowing for non-linearities in material electrical properties to be in-corporated in
its definition. The compactness of the model lends itself to the efficient and accurate simu-
lation of dielectric charging under complex control voltage waveforms. It is easily cast in the
form of a SPICE circuit, which can be used to expedite the computer-aided assessment of
the impact of dielectric charging on the performance of the switches. In addition, because of
its physics-based description, the proposed model should be found useful for incorporation
in the electro-mechanical models for MEMS switches used in system-level MEMS simulation
tools such as CoventorWARE’s ARCHITECT. We have demonstrated how this compact
model can be used in ARCHITECT for accelerated life tests. Finally, we have shown how
the one-dimensional model can be inserted in a detailed finite element electro-mechanical
model of the switch to investigate the phenomenon of distributed dielectric charging.
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